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20 / SUPERTECH R BOOT
//// RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING / SIZE: 39-48 EUR / 6-12.5 US
222 0015
1051 BLACK DARK GRAY RED FLUO
136 BLACK RED YELLOW FLUO
158 BLACK YELLOW FLUO WHITE
10 BLACK
122 BLACK WHITE VENTED
132 BLACK RED WHITE

23 / SMX PLUS BOOT
//// RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING / SIZE: 36-48 EUR / 3.5-12.5 US
222 1015
1325 BLACK RED FLUO WHITE YELLOW FLUO
10 BLACK
125 BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO

24 / SMX-6 v2 BOOT
//// PERFORMANCE RIDING / SIZE: 36-50 EUR / 3.5-14 US
222 3017
13 BLACK RED
1100 BLACK BLACK
12 BLACK WHITE
155 BLACK YELLOW FLUO
1321 BLACK RED FLUO WHITE
127 BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO BLUE

25 / SMX S BOOT

26 / SMX PLUS GORE-TEX BOOT

27 / SMX-6 v2 GORE-TEX BOOT

//// PERFORMANCE RIDING / SIZE: 36-50 EUR / 3.5-14 US

//// ALL-WEATHER PERFORMANCE RIDING / SIZE: 36-48 EUR / 3.5-12.5 US

//// ALL-WEATHER PERFORMANCE RIDING / SIZE: 36-50 EUR / 3.5-14 US

222 3517
1100 BLACK BLACK
12 BLACK WHITE

233 1015
10 BLACK

233 3017
1100 BLACK BLACK

28 / SMX-6 v2 DRYSTAR® BOOT

29 / SMX S WATERPROOF BOOT

//// ALL-WEATHER PERFORMANCE RIDING / SIZE: 36-50 EUR / 3.5-14 US

//// ALL-WEATHER PERFORMANCE RIDING / SIZE: 36-50 EUR / 3.5-14 US

224 3017
10 BLACK
1030 BLACK RED FLUO

224 3517
1100 BLACK BLACK

31 / TOUCAN GORE-TEX BOOT

32 / COROZAL ADVENTURE DRYSTAR® OILED LEATHER BOOT

33 / COROZAL ADVENTURE DRYSTAR® BOOT

//// ADVENTURE TOURING/LIGHT OFF-ROAD / SIZE: 7-13 US / 40.5-48 EUR

//// ADVENTURE TOURING / SIZE: 7-13 US / 40.5-48 EUR

//// ADVENTURE TOURING / SIZE: 7-13 US / 40.5-48 EUR

203 7014
10 BLACK

204 7717
82 BROWN BLACK

204 7516
10 BLACK

34 / BELIZE DRYSTAR® OILED LEATHER BOOT

35 / BELIZE DRYSTAR® BOOT

36 / CAMPECHE DRYSTAR® BOOT

//// ADVENTURE TOURING / SIZE: 7-13 US / 40.5-48 EUR

//// ADVENTURE TOURING / SIZE: 7-13 US / 40.5-48 EUR

//// ADVENTURE TOURING / SIZE: 7-13 US /40.5 – EUR 48 EUR

204 7317
82 BROWN BLACK

204 7117
10 BLACK

244 3218
10 BLACK

38 / PATRON GORE-TEX BOOT

39 / A-CLASS GORE-TEX BOOT

40 / CARACAL GORE-TEX BOOT

//// TOURING / SIZE: EUR 38-48 / US 5-12.5

//// TOURING / SIZE: EUR 38-48 / US 5-12.5

//// TOURING / SIZE: 36-50 EUR / 3.5-14 US

233 7018
10 BLACK

233 4518
10 BLACK

233 5719
10 BLACK

41 / GRAN TORINO GORE-TEX BOOT

43 / MONO FUSE GORE-TEX BOOT

44 / PORTLAND GORE-TEX BOOT

//// TOURING / SIZE: 36-50 EUR / 3.5-14 US

//// TOURING / SIZE: 37-48 EUR / 4-12.5 US

//// TOURING / SIZE: EUR 38-48 / 5-12.5

233 5012
10 BLACK

233 4015
10 BLACK

233 2518
10 BLACK

45 / WEB GORE-TEX BOOT

46 / AIR PLUS v2 GORE-TEX XCR BOOT

47 / NEW LAND GORE-TEX BOOT

//// TOURING / SIZE: 36-50 EUR / 3.5-14 US

//// TOURING / SIZE: 36-50 EUR / 3.5-14 US

//// TOURING / SIZE: 36-50 EUR / 3.5-14 US

233 5013
10 BLACK

233 6017
10 BLACK

233 2013
10 BLACK

48 / ANDES v2 DRYSTAR® BOOT

49 / RADON DRYSTAR® BOOT

50 / ROAM-2 WATERPROOF BOOT

//// TOURING / SIZE: EUR 36-50 / US 3.5-14

//// TOURING / SIZE: 36-48 EUR / 3.5-12.5 US

//// TOURING / SIZE: 36-48 EUR / 3.5-12.5 US

244 7018
10 BLACK

244 1518
10 BLACK

244 1014
10 BLACK

51 / GUNNER WATERPROOF BOOT

52 / ORIGIN DRYSTAR® BOOT

53 / RIDGE v2 DRYSTAR® BOOT

//// TOURING / SIZE: 36-50 EUR / 3.5-14 US

//// TOURING / SIZE: 36-48 EUR / 3.5-12.5 US

//// TOURING / SIZE: EUR 36-48 / US 3.5-12.5

244 2514
10 BLACK

244 2819
10 BLACK

244 2018
10 BLACK

55 / SP-1 v2 RIDING SHOE

56 / SMX-1 R BOOT

//// ROAD RIDING / SIZE: 36-50 EUR / 3.5-14 US

//// PERFORMANCE RIDING / SIZE: 38-50 EUR / 5-14 US

251 1018
159 BLACK SILVER YELLOW FLUO
1100 BLACK BLACK
12 BLACK WHITE

222 4516
125 BACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
1021 BLACK WHITE GRAPHIC
10 BLACK
123 BLACK WHITE RED

57 / SMX-1 R VENTED BOOT

58 / FASTBACK-2 DRYSTAR® RIDING SHOE

//// PERFORMANCE RIDING / SIZE: 38-50 EUR / 5-14 US

//// ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING / SIZE: 6-14 US / 38-48 EUR

222 4016
1021 BLACK WHITE GRAPHIC
10 BLACK
125 BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO

251 0018
1100 BLACK BLACK
12 BLACK WHITE
1036 BLACK ANTHRACITE RED
155 BLACK YELLOW FLUO

59 / FASTER-2 WATERPROOF SHOE

60 / FASTER-2 SHOE

//// ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING / SIZE: 6-14 US / 38-48 EUR

//// ROAD RIDING / SIZE: 6-14 US / 38-48 EUR

254 0217
1101 BLACK GUN METAL
125 BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO

251 0216
10 BLACK
12 BLACK WHITE
119 BLACK SILVER
125 BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO

61 / FASTER-2 VENTED SHOE

62 / SEKTOR WATERPROOF RIDING SHOE

//// ROAD RIDING / SIZE: 6-14 US / 38-48 EUR

//// ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING / SIZE: 6-14 US / 38-48 EUR

251 0316
1720 BLACK NAVY WHITE YELLOW
FLUO
10 BLACK
12 BLACK WHITE
123 BLACK WHITE RED
13 BLACK RED

254 4519
10 BLACK

63 / SEKTOR RIDING SHOE

64 / JETHRO DRYSTAR® RIDING SHOE

65 / PARLOR DRYSTAR® RIDING SHOE

//// ROAD RIDING / SIZE: 6-14 US / 38-48 EUR

//// ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING / SIZE: 6-14 US / 38-48 EUR

//// ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING / SIZE: 6-14 US / 38-48 EUR

251 5518
10 BLACK

261 1517
1100 BLACK BLACK
80 BROWN

254 9116
10 BLACK

66 / J-CULT DRYSTAR® RIDING SHOE

67 / JAM DRYSTAR® RIDING SHOE

68 / J-6 WATERPROOF RIDING SHOE

//// ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING / SIZE: 6-14 US / 38-48 EUR

//// ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING / SIZE: 6-14 US / 38-48 EUR

//// ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING / SIZE: 6-14 US / 38-48 EUR

254 2619
80 BROWN

254 6618
155 BLACK YELLOW FLUO
10 BLACK

254 2015
12 BLACK WHITE
80 BROWN
10 BLACK

69 / JETHRO RIDING SHOE

70 / JAM AIR RIDING SHOE

71 / JAM RIDING SHOE

//// ROAD RIDING / SIZE: 6-14 US / 38-48 EUR

//// ROAD RIDING / SIZE: 6-14 US / 38-48 EUR

//// ROAD RIDING / SIZE: 6-14 US / 38-48 EUR

265 1517
10 BLACK
80 BROWN

265 2518
608 MILITARY GREEN
1100 BLACK BLACK
147 ANTHRACITE GREEN

265 2418
1100 BLACK BLACK

72 / STADIUM RIDING SHOE

73 / ALLOY TEAM SHOE

//// ROAD RIDING / SIZE: 6-14 US / 38-48 EUR

//// WALKING / CASUAL / SPORT / SIZE: 6-14 US / 38-48 EUR

251 9115
1237 BLACK WHITE RED BLUE
1536 BLACK YELLOW FLUO RED

265 4018
13 BLACK RED
10 BLACK
16 BLACK GREEN

75 / FIRM DRYSTAR® BOOT

76 / FIRM BOOT

77 / TWIN DRYSTAR® RIDING SHOE

//// ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING / SIZE: 6-14 US / 38-48 EUR

//// ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING / SIZE: 6-14 US / 38-48 EUR

//// ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING / SIZE: 6-13 US / 38-47 EUR

284 8218
819 DARK BROWN OILED

281 8219
80 BROWN
10 BLACK

284 8416
113 CHARCOAL

78 / RAYBURN RIDING SHOE

79 / MONTY RIDING SHOE

//// ROAD RIDING / SIZE: 6-14 US / 38-48 EUR

//// ROAD RIDING / SIZE: 6-14 US / 38-48 EUR

281 8316
80 BROWN

281 8915
80 BROWN

82 / STELLA SMX-6 v2 BOOT

83 / STELLA SMX-6 v2 DRYSTAR® BOOT

84 / STELLA KAIRA GORE-TEX BOOT

//// WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING
/ SIZE: 36-43 EUR / 5-11 US WOMEN

//// WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING / SIZE: 36-43 EUR / 5-11 US WOMEN

//// WOMEN’S TOURING / SIZE: 36-43 EUR / 5-11 US WOMEN

222 3117
1032 BLACK FUCHSIA WHITE
12 BLACK WHITE

224 3117
1239 BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA

233 5516
10 BLACK

85 / VIKA v2 DRYSTAR® WOMEN’S BOOT

86 / STELLA VALENCIA WATERPROOF BOOT

87 / STELLA SMX-1 R BOOT

//// WOMEN’S TOURING / SIZE: 36-41 EUR / 5-9 US WOMEN

//// WOMEN’S TOURING / SIZE: 36-43 EUR / 5-11 US WOMEN

//// WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING / SIZE: 36-44 EUR / 5-11.5 US WOMEN

244 5519
10 BLACK

244 2216
10 BLACK

222 4616
1039 BLACK FUCHSIA
185 BLACK GOLD

88 / STELLA AST-1 DRYSTAR® RIDING SHOE

89 / STELLA AST-1 RIDING SHOE

90 / STELLA FASTER-2 WATERPROOF SHOE

//// WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING /
SIZE: 5-11.5 US WOMEN / 36-44 EUR

//// WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING /
SIZE: 5-11.5 US WOMEN / 36-44 EUR

//// WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING /
SIZE: 5-11.5 US WOMEN / 36-44 EUR

254 6218
1039 BLACK FUCHSIA
12 BLACK WHITE

251 6218
1239 BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA
12 BLACK WHITE

254 0317
1101 BLACK GUN METAL
1039 BLACK FUCHSIA

91 / STELLA FASTER-2 SHOE

92 / STELLA KERRY WATERPROOF RIDING SHOE

//// WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING / SIZE: 5-11.5 US WOMEN / 36-44 EUR

//// WOMEN’S URBAN COMMUTING / SIZE: 36-41 EUR / 5-9 US WOMEN

251 0416
10 BLACK
1039 BLACK FUCHSIA
185 BLACK GOLD

244 8116
110 BLACK MATT
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CO-INJECTED TPU/ALUMINUM
TOE-SLIDERS AVAILABLE AS
ACCESSORY UPGRADE
(COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER
ALPINESTARS RACING BOOTS).

SUPERTECH R BOOT

SPORT FIT

//// RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 39-48 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 6-12.5 US
Durable and technical microfiber upper
construction offering superb levels of flexibility.

boot provides a smooth surface for excellent grip and feel
against the bike and protects from abrasion and heat.

Front flex area is constructed with a redesigned
soft TPU over-injected on breathable mesh with
a shaped relief for improved abrasion resistance
and natural forward and back movements.

Flexible, lightweight toe shifter allows
feel for changing gears.

Flexible accordion microfiber stretch at
Achilles allows natural movement.

Extremely protective, flexible and comfortable
with excellent aerodynamics.

Top gaiter follows leg contour and is made
of flexible high-grade synthetic leather
reinforced with PU for maintaining shape.
Full length suede microfiber panel on inner side of the

BLACK DARK GRAY RED FLUO
222 0015 1051

Strategically positioned ventilation in heel and shin TPU
guides air through the boot on the vented version.

Separate internal bio-mechanical ankle brace works with
the outer structure of the boot to form a protective system
allowing full and free movement of the foot, ankle and leg.

BLACK RED YELLOW FLUO
222 0015 136

BLACK YELLOW FLUO WHITE
222 0015 158

New external TPU shin protection wraps around to outer
calf and is engineered to spread and dissipate impact
energy across the entire surface while remaining compact.

Zip mounted on soft TPU stretch panel gives easy
closure with excellent fit – additional TPU zip
slider reduces friction in the event of a crash.

Replacement clip-on shin-slider improves protection,
while the vented section promote asirflow into the boot.

Hook and loop tab lock the zip pull
closed, keeping it flat and secure.

Integrated replaceable co-injected TPU/aluminum toe
slider features new easy screw fixing concept provides
feel and protects the outer toe box structure from abrasion.

Micro adjustable redesign ratchet
top closure stows tab end.

Replaceable nylon heel plate slider protects from
impact and reduces friction in the event of a crash.
Outside entry/exit has stretch accordion panel for
a close fit and ease of entrance and removal.

BLACK
222 0015 10

Redesigned lightweight rubber compound sole offers
excellent grip and feel and allows for natural flex as the
rider changes position and pressure on the foot-peg.
Supertech R boot is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.

BLACK WHITE VENTED
222 0015 122

BLACK RED WHITE
222 0015 132
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Separate internal bio-mechanical ankle brace works with
the outer structure of the boot to form a protective system
allowing full and free movement of the foot, ankle and leg.
New research has produced re-profiled doublehinged inner and outer torsion bars to give greater
impact protection of the ankle and progressively
absorb flex and rotation stress, reducing pressure
and hyper-extension injury to the lower leg joints.
The inner ankle brace is constructed with a fiberglass reinforced polyamide compound and ergonomically designed
closed cell padding to give protection and comfort.
Alpinestars exclusive lasting process has developed
the Supertech R’s fit and feel characteristics to an
even greater level, ensuring the inner structure allows
the rider maximum feedback from the bike.
Specially developed polyamide compound
moldings give impact protection while retaining
the ease of natural skeletal movement.
Main upper material constructed from breathable
mesh and microfiber chassis supported by an inner
ankle soft padding for maximum comfort
Metal eyelet closure ensures rapid and accurate
entry and exit and with micro-adjustability,
ensures perfect fitting and security.
Removable anatomic footbed is sculpted for precise fit.

INNER ANKLE BRACE SYSTEM
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CO-INJECTED TPU/ALUMINUM
TOE-SLIDERS AVAILABLE AS
ACCESSORY UPGRADE
(COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER
ALPINESTARS RACING BOOTS).

SMX PLUS BOOT

SPORT FIT

//// RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 36-48 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 3.5-12.5 US
Contoured high modulus shin plate protector gives
superior impact and abrasion resistance.

Integrated replaceable bi-injected TPU slider
features new easy screw fixing concept.

Alpinestars unique Multi-Link Control system
provides advanced external protection and support
for ankle articulation, limiting hyper-torsion,
hyper-extension and hyper-flexion as well as
providing Achilles and ankle impact protection.

Replaceable heel slider and external side heel
slider are positioned to dissipate and absorb
shock and promote sliding during an accident.

Wide heel counter with lateral ventilation extends to
the ankle and is combined with a shock absorbing
padded insert and self-molding ankle protectors.

Large front and rear asymmetrical accordion
zones are optimized to maximize flexibility for
maximum comfort and improved safety.
Advanced microfiber upper construction for

BLACK RED FLUO WHITE YELLOW FLUO
222 1015 1325

lightweight high performance protection.
Inner instep made with Dupont™ Kevlar® with
metal eyelet lacing closure and a unique lateral
zipper offer precise and secure fitting.
Elastic mounted zipper gives easy closure with
excellent fit. Hook and loop tab locks the zip
pull closed, keeping it flat and secure.
Micro adjustable ratchet buckle closure on the
calf features a hidden strap for security.

BLACK
222 1015 10

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
222 1015 125

Advanced synthetic forefoot lining, laminated with
open cell foam for shock absorption and highly
breathable lining in ankle and leg areas for comfort.
Durable sole, designed for improved riding feel, features
evenly textured rubber for consistent grip, with aqua
dynamic grooves to drain the water efficiently.
Alpinestars anatomical and replaceable countered EVA
footbed provides arch support and forefoot pedal feeling.
SMX Plus boot is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.
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CO-INJECTED TPU/ALUMINUM
TOE-SLIDERS AVAILABLE AS
ACCESSORY UPGRADE
(COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER
ALPINESTARS RACING BOOTS).

SMX-6 v2 BOOT

SPORT FIT

//// PERFORMANCE RIDING / SIZE: PRODUCED SIZES: 36-50 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 3.5-14 US
Newly designed boot upper incorporates innovative
front, rear bellow and rear calf zones for superior
levels of flexibility. The upper is constructed from
microfiber for durability and abrasion resistance.
Ergonomic last for forefoot streamlining to enable
greater control of the bike’s controls and for superior,
wide-ranging foot profile, fit and comfort.
Alpinestars innovative TPU lateral ankle brace
protection provides a biomechanical support between
lateral top calf/shin and ankle and offers improved

BLACK RED
222 3017

structural integrity, protection against impact shocks,
repeated abrasion resistance and flex support.

Innovative instep and Achilles accordion
flex zone construction for superior comfort,
extension, control and support.

Air vents on the heel counter and shin plate plus
breathable mesh inserts improve comfort and
reduce fatigue on short and long rides.

Internal insole with the shank reinforcement integrated
for support to the arch area and foot protection.

High modulus TPU injected shin guard, calf protector,
heel counter, shift pad, ankle brace and toe slider
for improved shock protection and durability.
Double density ankle protector on medial side layered
under the upper offers protective performance in key area.

BLACK BLACK
222 3017 1100

Medial side entry opening/closure system features
elastic-mounted zipper with wide hook and loop
closure for flexibility and secure fit. The aperture
opening is large to promote easier in/out.
Internal toe box protection is layered under the upper

BLACK WHITE
222 3017 12

BLACK YELLOW FLUO
222 3017 155

for durability, improved feel and performance.
Breathable textile interior lining features antisliding microfiber suede reinforcement on heel
area help keep foot in position while riding.
New, removable anatomic footbed includes EVA and
Lycra® for performance, comfort and support.
Alpinestars new and exclusive compound
rubber sole promotes improved feel and
grip, water dispersion and durability.
SMX-6 v2 Boot is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.

BLACK RED FLUO WHITE
222 3017 1321
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CO-INJECTED TPU/ALUMINUM
TOE-SLIDERS AVAILABLE AS
ACCESSORY UPGRADE
(COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER
ALPINESTARS RACING BOOTS).

SMX S BOOT

SPORT FIT

//// PERFORMANCE RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 36-50 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 3.5-14 US
Durable microfiber upper construction offering
superb levels of flexibility and comfort.

Lateral TPR-injected ankle support construction
offers optimized levels of protection and stability.

Ergonomic new last for forefoot streamlining to
enable greater feeling with the bike’s controls.

TPU double density ankles protectors are layered
under the upper in both lateral and medial side.

New TPU shin plate protector is race-derived for
superior impact and abrasion resistance.

features new easy no-screw fixing concept.

for durability, improved feel and performance.

Shift pad made from TPU incorporates technical
texturing for protection and grip.

New, dual compound removable anatomic
footbed includes EVA and Lycra®.

Breathable textile interior lining.

Medial side entry opening/closure system features
elastic-mounted zipper with wide hook and loop closure.

Alpinestars new and exclusive compound rubber sole.

Integrated, replaceable bi-injected TPU slider

Internal toe box protection is layered under the upper

BLACK BLACK
222 3517 1100

BLACK WHITE
222 3517 12

SMX S Boot is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.
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CO-INJECTED TPU/ALUMINUM
TOE-SLIDERS AVAILABLE AS
ACCESSORY UPGRADE
(COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER
ALPINESTARS RACING BOOTS).

SMX PLUS GORE-TEX BOOT
//// ALL-WEATHER PERFORMANCE RIDING / SIZE: PRODUCED SIZES: 36-48 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 3.5-12.5 US
Full Gore-Tex membrane liner ensures 100% waterproof
performance with excellent breathability for riding comfort.
Contoured high modulus shin plate protector gives
superior impact and abrasion resistance.
Alpinestars unique Multi-Link Control system
provides advanced external protection and support
for ankle articulation, limiting hyper-torsion,
hyper-extension and hyper- flexion as well as
providing Achilles and ankle impact protection.
Wide heel counter with lateral ventilation extends to
the ankle and is combined with a shock absorbing

padded insert and self-molding ankle protectors.
Dual density TPU toe slider, replaceable,
with screw-in assembly providing protective
coverage around the outer toe area.
Replaceable heel slider and external side heel
slider are positioned to dissipate and absorb
shock and promote sliding during an accident.
Large front and rear asymmetrical accordion
zones are optimized to maximize flexibility for
maximum comfort and improved safety.

Advanced microfiber upper construction for
lightweight high performance protection.
Inner instep made with Dupont™ Kevlar® with
metal eyelet lacing closure and a unique lateral
zipper offer precise and secure fitting.

SPORT FIT

Advanced synthetic forefoot lining, laminated with
open cell foam for shock absorption and highly
breathable lining in ankle and leg areas for comfort.
Alpinestars anatomical and replaceable countered EVA
footbed provides arch support and forefoot pedal feeling.

Elastic mounted zipper gives easy closure with
excellent fit. Hook and loop tab locks the zip
pull closed, keeping it flat and secure.

Durable sole, designed for improved riding feel, features
evenly textured rubber for consistent grip, with aqua
dynamic grooves to drain the water efficiently.

Micro adjustable ratchet buckle closure on the
calf features a hidden strap for security.

Alpinestars new and exclusive compound rubber sole.

BLACK
233 1015 10

SMX Plus Gore-Tex boot is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.
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SMX-6 v2 GORE-TEX BOOT
//// ALL-WEATHER PERFORMANCE RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 36-50 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 3.5-14 US
Newly designed boot upper incorporates innovative
front, rear bellow and rear calf zones.
Main upper material constructed from advanced
microfiber for durability and abrasion resistance,
plus a waterproof and highly breathable Gore-Tex
liner for excellent all-weather performance.
Ergonomic new last for forefoot streamlining to
enable greater control of the bike’s controls.

Alpinestars innovative TPU lateral ankle brace protection
provides a biomechanical support between lateral top calf/
shin and ankle and offers improved structural integrity.
Alpinestars new and exclusive compound
rubber sole promotes improved feel and
grip, water dispersion and durability.
Air vents on the heel counter and shin plate improves
cooling comfort on short and long rides.

SPORT FIT

High modulus TPU injected shin guard, calf
protector, heel counter and shift pad.

Medial side entry opening/closure system features
elastic-mounted zipper with wide hook and loop closure.

Double density ankle protector on medial side layered
under the upper offers protective performance.

Internal toe box protection is layered under the upper
for durability, improved feel and performance.

Innovative instep and Achilles accordion
flex zone construction.

New, dual compound removable anatomic
footbed includes EVA and lycra.

Internal insole with the shank reinforcement integrated
for support to the arch area and foot protection.

SMX-6 v2 Gore-Tex boot is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.

BLACK BLACK
233 3017 1100
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CO-INJECTED TPU/ALUMINUM
TOE-SLIDERS AVAILABLE AS
ACCESSORY UPGRADE
(COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER
ALPINESTARS RACING BOOTS).

SMX-6 v2 DRYSTAR® BOOT
//// ALL-WEATHER PERFORMANCE RIDING / SIZE: PRODUCED SIZES: 36-50 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 3.5-14 US
Newly designed boot upper incorporates innovative
front, rear bellow and rear calf zones.
Main upper material constructed from advanced
microfiber for durability and repeated abrasion
resistance, plus a waterproof and breathable Drystar®
liner for excellent all-weather performance.
Ergonomic new last for forefoot streamlining to
enable greater control of the bike’s controls.

Alpinestars innovative TPU lateral ankle brace
protection provides a biomechanical support between
lateral top calf/shin and ankle and offers improved
structural integrity, protection against impact shocks,
repeated abrasion resistance and flex support.
Air vents on the heel counter and shin plate
improve comfort and reduce fatigue.
High modulus TPU injected shin guard, calf
protector, heel counter, shift pad and toe slider.

BLACK
224 3017 10

SPORT FIT

Double density ankle protector on medial side layered
under the upper offers protection in key area.

Medial side entry opening/closure system features
elastic-mounted zipper with wide hook and loop closure.

Integrated, replaceable bi-injected TPU slider
features new easy screw fixing concept.

Internal toe box protection is layered under the upper
for durability, improved feel and performance.

Innovative instep and Achilles accordion
flex zone construction.

Alpinestars new and exclusive compound rubber sole.

Internal insole with the shank reinforcement integrated
for support to the arch area and foot protection.

BLACK RED FLUO
224 3017 1030

New, dual compound removable anatomic
footbed includes EVA and Lycra®
SMX-6 v2 Drystar® boot is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.
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CO-INJECTED TPU/ALUMINUM
TOE-SLIDERS AVAILABLE AS
ACCESSORY UPGRADE
(COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER
ALPINESTARS RACING BOOTS).

SMX S WATERPROOF BOOT
//// ALL-WEATHER PERFORMANCE RIDING / SIZE: PRODUCED SIZES: 36-50 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 3.5-14 US

SPORT FIT

Durable microfiber upper construction offering
superb levels of flexibility and comfort.

New, ergonomic TPU shin plate protector is racederived for superior impact and abrasion resistance.

Integrated, replaceable bi-injected TPU slider
features new easy no-screw fixing concept.

Internal toe box protection is layered under the upper
for durability, improved feel and performance.

Incorporating a waterproof and breathable
membrane for comfort and weather performance.

Lateral TPR-injected ankle support construction
offers optimized levels of protection and stability.

Shift pad made from TPU incorporates technical
texturing for protection and grip.

New, dual compound removable anatomic
footbed includes EVA and Lycra®.

Ergonomic new last for forefoot streamlining to
enable greater control of the bike’s controls.

TPU double density ankles protectors are layered
under the upper in both lateral and medial side.

Medial side entry opening/closure system features
elastic-mounted zipper with wide hook and loop closure.

Alpinestars new and exclusive compound rubber sole.

BLACK BLACK
224 3517 1100

SMX S waterproof boot is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.
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TOUCAN GORE-TEX BOOT
//// ADVENTURE TOURING / LIGHT OFF-ROAD / SIZE: PRODUCED SIZES: 7-13 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 40.5-48 EUR
Innovative lateral ankle protection with supporting
biomechanical link between the upper boot and the
lower foot structure provides support and control.

increased impact dissipation and absorption.

Medial side structure is contoured for perfect fit and
flexibility fit, with reinforced polymer and rubber
sculpturing for grip and protection against impact.

High modulus shin guard incorporates an
innovative, vertical, flex blade system offering
improved forward and rearward control and a
high level of impact and abrasion resistance.

Advanced TPU protection layer covers the
internal heel counter and toe box enhancing
support and rigidity in key impact areas.
Coated leather panel forms the outer surface of the toe
box providing effective abrasion and weather resistance.
Heel is encased in a moulded external protector for

Ankle protector is carefully shaped around the ankle bone,
with reduced volume, to optimize protection and comfort.

Wide entry aperture for convenience, with secure upper
TPR and hook and loop closure flap to allow broad ranging
calf fit adjustment and support. Boot can be worn under
and over riding pants and denims for adaptability.
Closure system features t polymer buckles plus
aluminum frames with innovative self-aligning, quick
release, closures for customized and secure fitment.

Advanced instep and Achilles accordion flex
zone construction, made of soft microfibers,
gives superior comfort, control and support.

Screw fixed buckle base is replaceable.

Medial surface stamped on top calf suede
panel improves grip and protection.

Full waterproof and breathable Gore-Tex lining
ensures 100% moisture protection while maintaining

Upper collar and inner lining are formed with
breathable mesh for riding comfort and freshness.

BLACK
203 7014 10

ADVENTURE TOURING FIT

high levels of perspiration exchange.
Removable anatomic structured footbed.
Internal toe box and heel counter are built-in,
under the outer skin for robust protection.
Alpinestars new and exclusive compound rubber
sole for optimal combination of control and grip.
Unique Alpinestars advanced sole construction,
fully perimeter stitched, is fully replaceable. The
sole construction includes a structured midsole
and rigid insole with an integrated steel shank for
excellent feel and rigid comfort and safety
Toucan Gore-Tex boot is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.
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COROZAL ADVENTURE DRYSTAR® OILED LEATHER BOOT

ADVENTURE TOURING FIT

//// ADVENTURE TOURING / PRODUCED SIZES: 7-13 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 40.5-48 EUR
The upper is constructed from full grain oiled
leather on lower medial panel, both with
heat press texture for superior grip.

Bio-mechanical lateral flex-blade system provides
execellent front and rear movement while
offering support and protection to the ankle.

Front and rear bellow made with lightweight microfiber
for more durability and abrasion resistance.

TPU shift pad made with technical texture for added grip
plus foam padding on underneath for better comfort.

Extended PU coated leather gaiter helps seal out
excessive water and dirt entry; rear gaiter includes
rubber insert for flexbility and comfort.

Wide entry aperture for convenience with
hook and loop upper closure flap to allow
broad ranging calf fit adjustment.

TPU shin plate and calf plate offer support
and resistance for impacts.

TPU double density ankles protector
on medial side for protection.

New closure system includes two polymer
buckles with an innovative closure system.
This closure includes a ratchet with memory
and a quick release/locking system with selfaligning design for easy, precise closure.
Soft foam surrounds the ankles and collar offer
comfort and shock absorbing performance.
Drystar® membrane layer between upper and lining for
proven performance in difficult weather conditions.
Toe box and heel counter reinforcement

BROWN BLACK
204 7717 82

are layered under the upper.
PP insole with steel shank co-injected
for excellent feel and safety.
Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber plus
injected PU midsole designed for optimal
combination of comfort and grip.
Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed
with Lycra® lining on top.
Corozal Drystar® boot is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.
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COROZAL ADVENTURE DRYSTAR® BOOT

ADVENTURE TOURING FIT

//// ADVENTURE TOURING / PRODUCED SIZES: 7-13 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 40.5-48 EUR
The upper is constructed from PU coated leather on lower
medial panel, both with heat press texture for superior grip.

execellent front and rear movement while
offering support and protection to the ankle.

Front and rear bellow made with lightweight microfiber
for more durability and abrasion resistance.

TPU shift pad made with technical texture for added grip
plus foam padding on underneath for better comfort.

Extended PU coated leather gaiter helps seal out
excessive water and dirt entry; rear gaiter includes
rubber insert for flexbility and comfort.

Wide entry aperture for convenience with
hook and loop upper closure flap to allow
broad ranging calf fit adjustment.

TPU shin plate and calf plate offer support
and resistance for impacts.

TPU double density ankles protector
on medial side for protection.

Bio-mechanical lateral flex-blade system provides

New closure system includes two polymer

buckles with an innovative closure system.
This closure includes a ratchet with memory
and a quick release/locking system with selfaligning design for easy, precise closure.
Soft foam surrounds the ankles and collar offer
comfort and shock absorbing performance.
Drystar® membrane layer between upper and lining for
proven performance in difficult weather conditions.
Toe box and heel counter reinforcement
are layered under the upper.

BLACK
204 7516 10

PP insole with steel shank co-injected
for excellent feel and safety.
Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber plus
injected PU midsole designed for optimal
combination of comfort and grip.
Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed
with Lycra® lining on top.
Corozal Adventure Drystar® boot is CEcertified to EN 13634:2010.
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BELIZE DRYSTAR® OILED LEATHER BOOT

ADVENTURE TOURING FIT

//// ADVENTURE TOURING / PRODUCED SIZES: 7-13 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 40.5-48 EUR
The upper is constructed from full grain oiled leather on
lower medial panel and suede leather on higher medial
panel both with heat press texture for superior grip.

two lateral buckles (shin plate and instep)
for a precise and adjustable closure.

excellent front and rear movement while offering
support and protection to the ankle.

The boot height stop just under the calf offers a sporty
alternative to the traditional touring high boot design.

Double density inner TPU ankle protectors
on medial side for protection.

Soft polyfoam surrounds the ankles and collar offer
comfort and shock absorbing performance.

New lateral ankle closure system
includes two polymer buckle.

Drystar® membrane layer between upper and lining for
proven performance in difficult weather conditions.

Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber plus
injected PU midsole designed for optimal
combination of comfort and grip.

TPU shift pad made with technical texture for added grip
plus foam padding on underneath for better comfort.

The closure includes a ratchet with memory and a quick
release/locking system with self-aligning design for
easy, precise closure; the buckles are all replaceable.

Internal toe box and heel counter reinforcement
are layered under the upper.

Wide entry aperture for convenience with

Bio-mechanical lateral flex-blade system provides

Front and rear bellow are made with lightweight
microfiber for more flexibility and comfort.
TPU shin plate and calf plate design offer
support and resistance for impacts.

Polypropylene insole with steel shank co-injected
for excellent feel and rigid comfort and safety.

BROWN BLACK
204 7317 82

Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed
with Lycra® lining on top.
Belize Drystar® boot is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.
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BELIZE DRYSTAR® BOOT

ADVENTURE TOURING FIT

//// ADVENTURE TOURING / PRODUCED SIZES: 7-13 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 40.5-48 EUR
The upper is constructed from PU coated leather on
lower medial panel and suede leather on higher medial
panel both with heat press texture for superior grip.

Wide entry aperture for convenience with
two lateral buckles (shin plate and instep)
for a precise and adjustable closure.

Front and rear bellow are made with lightweight
microfiber for more flexibility and comfort.

Double density inner TPU ankle protectors
on medial side for protection.

TPU shin plate and calf plate design offer
support and resistance for impacts.

New lateral ankle closure system includes two polymer
buckle. The closure includes a ratchet with memory and
a quick release/locking system with self-aligning design
for easy, precise closure; the all buckles are replaceable.

TPU shift pad made with technical texture for added grip
plus foam padding on underneath for better comfort.

Bio-mechanical lateral flex-blade system provides

excellent front and rear movement while offering
support and protection to the ankle.
Soft polyfoam surrounds the ankles and collar to
offer comfort and shock absorbing performance.

for excellent feel and rigid comfort and safety.
The boot height stops just under the calf to offer a sporty
alternative to the traditional touring high boot design.

Drystar® membrane layer between upper and lining for
proven performance in difficult weather conditions.

Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber plus
injected PU midsole designed for optimal
combination of comfort and grip.

Internal toe box and heel counter reinforcement
are layered under the upper.

Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed
with Lycra® lining on top.

Polypropylene insole with steel shank co-injected

Belize Drystar® boot is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.

BLACK
204 7117 10
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CAMPECHE DRYSTAR® BOOT
//// ADVENTURE TOURING / PRODUCED SIZES: 7-13 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 40.5 – EUR 48 EUR
Thick oiled leather on lateral and medial ankle
protector gives support and resistance for impacts.

TPU shift pad made with technical texture for added grip
plus foam padding on underneath for better comfort.

Upper combined from oiled leather offering high levels
of comfort, durability and abrasion resistance.

Wide entry aperture for convenience with
hook and loop upper closure flap to allow
broad ranging calf fit adjustment.

Front bellow made from smooth matte rubberized
finishing offer a superior comfort, control and support.
Reflective Alpinestars logo on rear bellow to make
the rider more visible to other road users.

Double density inner TPU ankles protector on
lateral and medial side for protection.
Soft polyfoam surrounds the ankles and collar offer

comfort and shock absorbing performance.
Drystar membrane layer between upper and lining for
proven performance in difficult weather conditions.
Internal toe box and heel counter reinforcement
are layered under the upper.
Polypropylene insole with steel shank coinjected
for excellent feel and rigid comfort and safety.

BLACK
244 3218 10

TOURING COMFORT FIT

Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber plus
injected PU midsole designed for optimal
combination of comfort and grip.
Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed
with Lycra® lining on top.
Campeche Drystar® is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.
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PATRON GORE-TEX BOOT

TOURING COMFORT FIT

//// TOURING / PRODUCED SIZES: EUR 38-48 / CORRESPONDING TO: US 5-12.5
Upper constructed form premium full grain leather
for comfort and durability in all weather condition.

Gore-Tex membrane for 100% waterproof performance.

Overlap closure design with a zipped opening on medial
and lateral side for a precise fit and an easy entry.

New boot last shaping gives greater comfort and
incorporates ergonomic toe box construction for
improved compatibility with bike’s controls.

Rear hook and loop flap with pull loop webbing for
adjusting calf width, gives personalized closure.

Internal heel counter and toe box give boot enhanced
structural integrity, improving feel and performance.

Visible double density ankle protector located between
the upper and lining on lateral and medial side panel.

Removable anatomic footbed features EVA
foam and textile for support and comfort.

TPU shift pad protects the upper foot.

Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized compound sole provides
the optimum in grip, performance and durability.

Reflective insert on rear bellow to make the
rider more visible to other road users.

BLACK
233 7018 10

Patron Gore-Tex is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.
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A-CLASS GORE-TEX BOOT

TOURING COMFORT FIT

//// TOURING / PRODUCED SIZES: EUR 38-48 / CORRESPONDING TO: US 5-12.5
Full grain leather upper offering comfort and durability.

Side from the TPU ratchet to the reverse-action pump.

for better grip on bike’s controls.

Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber compound outsole.

Shin plate design with TPR shin reinforcement
gives support and an aggressive look.

The reverse buckle is fixed to a durable dual
density TPU material that allows for a highly
personalized fit and lateral ankle protection.

Double density TPU ankle protector disks
are layered on medial side under the upper
and backed by polyfoam padding.

Contoured insole injected in polypropylene
includes shank reinforcement.

The ratchet strap is replaceable.

Full Gore-Tex internal membrane ensures 100%
waterproof performance and high level of breathability.

A-Class Gore-Tex boot is CE-certified
to CE-certified EN 13634:2010.

Extensive front and rear accordion flex zones
constructed from microfiber for superior
comfort, extension, flexion and support.
Buckle closure system incorporates new TPU design
to reduce the volume and get a more dynamic look.

Ergonomic last for superior fit and comfort.
TPU injected shift pad textured debossing

Toe box and heel counter internal reinforcement
give structured support and impact resistance.

BLACK
233 4518 10

Removable anatomic advanced EVA footbed.
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CARACAL GORE-TEX BOOT

TOURING COMFORT FIT

//// TOURING / PRODUCED SIZES: 36-50 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 3.5-14 US
The leather construction gives excellent
durability and long lasting comfort.
Highly specified touring Gore-Tex boot for long
distance road, work in all weather conditions.
The boot shaping is engineered to give form
fitting comfort for long days on the bike with a toe
box construction to improve riding control.
Extensive front and rear accordion offer superior

comfort, extension, control and support on flex zones.
Microinjected lateral and TPR ankle offer
support and protections in key areas.
Side entry system with elastic mounted zipper and wide
hook and loop flap for convenience and precise, secure fit.
Hook and loop tab locks the zip pull
closed, keeping it flat and secure.
Adjustable higher rear calf flap.

Double density ankle disk protection is mounted
under the leather in both lateral and medial sides.

New sole design including TPU heel
counter for extra protection.

New internal shock resistant shin guard
offers support and protection.

Exclusive double density rubber compound for
the optimal combination of comfort and grip.

New dynamic design shift pad in TPU
protects the upper foot.

Removable anatomic EVA footbed with Lycra® lining on top.

Full Gore-Tex internal membrane ensures 100% waterproof
performance and a high level of breathability.

BLACK
233 5719 10

Caracal Gore-Tex boot is CE-certified to EN 13634:2017.
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GRAN TORINO GORE-TEX BOOT

TOURING COMFORT FIT

//// TOURING / PRODUCED SIZES: 36-50 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 3.5-14 US
Upper constructed from premium full grain leather.
Sleek, anatomical last shape for superior fit and comfort.
Waterproof and breathable Gore-Tex liner.
Innovative, easy access side entry system
with elastic mounted zipper and wide
hook and loop flap for a precise fit.

Hook and loop tab locks the zip pull
closed, keeping it flat and secure.

Internal heel counter and toe counter
layered under the leather.

Seamlessly integrated moulded shin plate.

Contoured, injected high modulus polyamide midsole
and high modulus plastic shank reinforcement.

Foam backed, double density ankle
protector on the medial side.
Brushed black anodized aluminum coinjected lateral ankle protector.

Injected TPU shifter area on the left side only.
Soft quilted microfiber accordions flex zone.

BLACK
233 5012 10

Removable anatomically profiled EVA foam footbed.
Rear reflective insert to make the rider
more visible to other road users.
Highly flexible lug sole features Alpinestars
exclusive rubber compound for the optimal
combination of comfort and grip.
Gran Torino Gore-Tex is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.
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MONOFUSE GORE-TEX BOOT

TOURING COMFORT FIT

//// TOURING / PRODUCED SIZES: 37-48 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 4-12.5 US
Upper constructed from premium full grain leather, offering
high levels of comfort, durability and abrasion resistance.
Ergonomic shaping for forefoot streamlining to
enable greater control of the bike’s controls and for
superior, wide-ranging foot profile, fit and comfort.
Closure system allows for easy and rapid in/out plus
a secure and highly personalized closure. The reverse
buckles are made from an aluminum compound for
greater abrasion performance. The ergonomic buckle
is attached to a durable dual density TPU mounting
and is constructed from a technical compound

aluminum for greater abrasion resistance.

and additional protection against knocks.

Extensive instep and Achilles accordion flex
zones constructed from microfiber for superior
comfort, extension, control and support.

Injected, high modulus TPU shifter area integrated on
the forefoot for durability and abrasion resistance.

Integrated waterproof and highly breathable Gore-Tex
membrane for unsurpassed all-weather performance.

Internal toe box and heel counter protection
is layered under the upper for durability,
improved feel and performance.

Internal high modulus polyamide midsole
with integrated shank reinforcement for
structure and support to the arch area.

Top rear collar incorporates breathable mesh
insert for comfort and fit around the calf area.

Hot-melt reinforced shin plate for weight-saving

Advanced foam padding envelopes ankle area for

Breathable textile interior lining throughout boot.

BLACK
233 4015 10

fit and comfort. Double density ankle protector
on medial side is layered under the upper offers
protective performance in key area.
Rear reflective insert to make the rider
more visible to other road users.
Highly flexible sole features Alpinestars exclusive rubber
compound for the optimal combination of comfort and grip.
Removable anatomic footbed includes EVA
foam and Lycra® for comfort and support.
Monofuse Gore-Tex boot is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.
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PORTLAND GORE-TEX BOOT

TOURING COMFORT FIT

//// TOURING / PRODUCED SIZES: EUR 38-48 / CORRESPONDING TO: US 5-12.5
Mid-length, road touring Gore-Tex boot designed for
comfort and convenience on long distance adventures
and everyday riding in all weather conditions.

flexibility and easy closure system on frontal area.

Full grain leather construction gives excellent
durability and long lasting comfort.

TPU injected shift pad textured debossing
for better grip on bike’s controls.

Waterproof zipper mounted on four-way elastic allow

TPU heel counter for improved shock
protection and durability.

TPR pull flap to make it easier to pull the boot on.

New memory foam ankle protector on lateral side offers
protective performance and comfort in key area.

polyamide includes shank reinforcement.

Full Gore-Tex internal membrane ensures 100%
waterproof performance and high level of breathability.

Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized
rubber compound outer sole.

Textile collar inner lining is comfortable and durable.
Contoured insole injected high modulus

BLACK
233 2518 10

Removable anatomic advanced EVA footbed.

Portland Gore-Tex boot is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.
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WEB GORE-TEX BOOT

TOURING COMFORT FIT

//// TOURING / PRODUCED SIZES: 36-50 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 3.5-14 US
Highly specified touring Gore-Tex boot for long
distance road, work in all weather conditions.
Leather construction gives excellent
durability and long lasting comfort.

box construction to improve riding control.
Extensive front and rear accordion microfiber flex
zones offer fluid forward and back movement.

Full Gore-Tex internal membrane ensures 100% waterproof
performance and a high level of breathability.

Side entry system with elastic mounted
zipper and wide hook and loop flap for
convenience and a precise, secure, fit.

The boot shaping is engineered to give form
fitting comfort for long days on the bike with a toe

Hook and loop tab locks the zip pull
closed, keeping it flat and secure.

Double density ankle disk protection is mounted
under the leather in both lateral and medial sides.

Robust internal toe box and heel counter provide impact
protection and structure to the foot hull of the boot.

TPU shift pad protects the upper foot.

Contoured insole injected high modulus
polyamide includes shank reinforcement.

Internal shock resistant shin reinforcement mounted
under the leather with heat pressed Astars logo.

Removable anatomic advanced EVA footbed.

Rear reflective insert to make the rider
more visible to other road users.

Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized
rubber compound outer sole.

Textile collar inner lining is comfortable and durable.

Web Gore-Tex boot is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.

BLACK
233 5013 10
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AIR PLUS v2 GORE-TEX XCR BOOT

TOURING COMFORT FIT

//// TOURING / PRODUCED SIZES: 36-50 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 3.5-14 US
Ergonomic new last for foot streamlining
and superior fit and comfort.
Air mesh main construction is layered with highly
breathable materials for superior ventilation and
features over-injected soft PU reinforcements.
Suede leather on medial panel offers
comfort and durability.
Strategically positioned perforation zones on
front and rear full grain leather accordions.

Waterproof and breathable Gore-Tex XCR membrane.
Microfiber with technical texture plus shift pad,
for more impact protection and durability.
Medial side entry opening/closure zipper system
with wide hook and loop closure. Hook and loop tab
locks the zip pull closed, keeping it flat and secure.
Internal toe box protection is layered under the
upper for improved feel and performance.

Seamlessly integrated molded shin protector
affords exceptional impact protection.

Alpinestars exclusive compound rubber sole for
optimal combination of grip and comfort.

Internal heel and toe counters for
enhanced structural integrity.

Contoured, injected high modulus polyamide
midsole prevents excessive deformation of the
boot during an impact event while maintaining
high levels of comfort and control.

Rear reflective insert to make the rider more
visible to other road users, especially at night.
New removable anatomic footbed includes
EVA and Lycra® for comfort and support.

BLACK
233 6017 10

Air Plus v2 Gore-Tex XCR boot is CE
certified to EN 13634:2017.
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NEW LAND GORE-TEX BOOT

TOURING COMFORT FIT

//// TOURING / PRODUCED SIZES: 36-50 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 3.5-14 US
Mid-length, road touring Gore-Tex boot designed for
comfort and convenience on long distance adventures
and everyday riding in all weather conditions.
Full grain leather construction gives excellent
durability and long lasting comfort.

box construction to improve riding control.
Front and rear accordion microfiber flex zones are
specifically designed for the low height profile of the boot
offering low resistance forward and back movement.

Full Gore-Tex internal membrane ensures 100% waterproof
performance and a high level of breathability.

Convenient wide entry system with large hook and
loop secured shin flap, backed by a weatherproofing
gusset offering easy entry and precise fit.

The boot shaping is engineered to give form
fitting comfort for long days on the bike with a toe

Ankle mounted loop strap ensures
additional and adjustable security.

Double density ankle disk protection is mounted
under the leather medial side while a TPU protector
sits within the lateral outer surface ankle panel.
TPU shift pad protects the upper foot.
Internal shock resistant shin reinforcement mounted under
the leather outer surface with heat pressed Astars logo.
Rear reflective insert to make the rider
more visible to other road users.
Textile collar inner lining is comfortable and durable.

BLACK
233 2013 10

Robust toe box and TPU heel counter provide impact
protection and structure to the foot hull of the boot.
Contoured insole injected high modulus
polyamide includes shank reinforcement.
Removable anatomic advanced EVA footbed.
Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized
rubber compound outer sole.
New Land Gore-Tex boot is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.
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ANDES v2 DRYSTAR® BOOT

TOURING COMFORT FIT

//// TOURING / PRODUCED SIZES: EUR 36-50 / CORRESPONDING TO: US 3.5-14
Highly specified Drystar® touring boot for long
distance road riding in all weather conditions.
Main upper material made in reinforced leather for
better comfort, durability and abrasion resistance.

for convenience and precise, secure, fit.
TPR shin plate insert and TPR ankle protector
balanced protection and flexibility.

Extensive front and rear accordion in microfiber for
superior confort, extension, flexion and support.

Double density TPU ankle protector disks
are layered on both sides under the upper
and backed by polyfoam padding.

Medial side entry system with elastic mounted
zipper and wide flap hook-and-loop closure

Internal shock resistant TPU shin guard mounted
under the leather gives superior impact resistance.

TPU shift pad protects the upper and the
toe box from the shift abrasion.
Full Drystar® internal membrane ensures 100% waterproof
performance and a high level of breathability.
Toe box and heel counter internal reinforcement
give structured support and impact resistance.
Rear reflective insert to make the rider
more visible to other road users.

BLACK
244 7018 10

Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber compound outsole.
Contoured insole injected in polypropylene
includes shank reinforcement.
Removable anatomic advanced EVA footbed.
Andes v2 Drystar® boot is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.
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RADON DRYSTAR® BOOT

TOURING COMFORT FIT

//// TOURING / PRODUCED SIZES: 36-48 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 3.5-12.5 US
Main upper material constructed from advanced
microfiber for durability and long lasting comfort.

New TPR design on lateral toe gives more
flexibility and protection against abrasion.

Incorporates ergonomic toe box construction for
improved compatibility with bike’s controls and for
superior, wide ranging foot profile, fit and comfort.

Drystar® membrane layer between upper and lining for
proven performance in difficult weather conditions.

Internal heel counter and toe box gives
boot enhanced structural integrity.

Three adjustable lateral hook and loop straps ensure
secure closure and highly personalized fit. Straps
feature TPR pull tip for ease of closure and durability.

TPU shin plate and shift pad offer support
and resistance for impacts.

Internal toe box and heel counter protection
is layered under the upper for durability,

improved feel and performance.
Highly comfortable and durable
technical textile collar lining.
Dual density ankle protectors are backed with foam
inner padding for protection on both ankle sides.
High modulus midsole follows shape of foot and
incorporates structured shank reinforcement.
Innovative weight-saving laminated technology

BLACK
244 1518 10

utilized on shin plate for weight-saving and
additional protection against impacts.
Removable anatomic footbed features EVA
foam and textile for support and comfort.
Rear reflective insert to make the rider
more visible to other road users.
Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized compound sole.
Radon Drystar® is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.
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ROAM-2 WATERPROOF BOOT

TOURING COMFORT FIT

//// TOURING / PRODUCED SIZES: 36-48 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 3.5-12.5 US
Technical synthetic material main upper construction,
incorporating a durable microfiber front accordion
flex zone with an extended flex area on the
rear for improved Achilles-calf coverage.
New boot shaping gives greater comfort and incorporates
ergonomic toe box construction for improved
compatibility with bike’s controls. Internal heel counter
and toe box give boot enhanced structural integrity.
100% waterproof membrane layered between

upper and lining for proven performance
in difficult weather conditions.
Three adjustable hook and loop straps ensure secure
closure and highly personalized fit. Straps feature
TPR pull tabs for ease of closure and durability.
Internal toe box and heel counter protection
is layered under the upper for durability,
improved feel and performance.
Highly comfortable and durable

technical textile collar lining.

additional protection against impacts.

Dual density ankle protectors are backed with foam inner
padding for protection and padding on both sides.

Comfort padding envelopes ankle area for fit and comfort.

Contoured, high modulus midsole follows shape of foot
and incorporates a structured shank reinforcement.
Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized compound
sole with unique side wrapping design.
Innovative weight-saving laminated technology
utilized on shin plate for weight-saving and

BLACK
244 1014 10

Removable anatomic footbed features EVA
foam and textile for support and comfort.
Alpinestars new and exclusive compound rubber sole.
Rear reflective insert to make the rider
more visible to other road users.
Roam-2 Waterproof boot is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.
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GUNNER WATERPROOF BOOT

TOURING COMFORT FIT

//// TOURING / PRODUCED SIZES: 36-50 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 3.5-14 US
Technical synthetic material main upper
construction incorporating durable microfiber
front and rear accordion flex zones.
New boot shaping gives greater comfort and incorporates
ergonomic toe box construction for improved
compatibility with bike’s controls. Internal heel counter
and toe box give boot enhanced structural integrity.
Waterproof membrane layer between upper and lining

for proven performance in difficult weather conditions.
Exterior dual density protector on the lateral side while
on the medial side the protector is layered under the
upper to promote a better contact with the bike.
External TPU heel counter and shift pad offers
excellent protection and durability.
Innovative weight-saving laminated technology
reinforces shin plate, plus heat-pressed Astars logo.

Two adjustable hook and loop straps ensure
secure closure and highly personalized fit. Straps
feature TPR pull tab for ease of closure.

of foot and incorporates shank reinforcement.

Highly comfortable and durable
technical textile collar lining.

Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized compound sole provides
the optimum in grip, performance and durability.

Rear reflective strip to make the rider
more visible to other road users.
Contoured, high modulus midsole follows shape

BLACK
244 2514 10

Removable and replaceable anatomic footbed features
EVA foam and textile for comfort and support.

Gunner Waterproof boot is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.
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ORIGIN DRYSTAR® BOOT

TOURING COMFORT FIT

//// TOURING / PRODUCED SIZES: 36-48 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 3.5-12.5 US
Upper constructed from innovative, abrasionresistant microfiber for high levels of
durability, comfort and weight-saving.
Durable microfiber front accordion flex zone
with an extended flex area on the rear for
improved Achilles-calf coverage.
New boot shaping gives greater comfort and

incorporates ergonomic toe box construction for
improved compatibility with the bike’s control.

The aperture opening is large to promote easier entry.

Internal heel counter and toe box give
boot enhanced structural integrity.

Drystar® membrane layer between upper and lining for
proven performance in difficult weather condition.

Medial side entry opening/closure system features
elastic-mounted zipper with wide hook and loop
strap closure for flexibility and secure fit.

New synthetic shift pad for a balanced protection and grip.

Double density ankle protector on medial and
lateral side is layered under the upper offers
protective performance in key area.

BLACK
244 2819 10

Internal toe box protector is layered under the
upper to couple comfort and protection.
Removable anatomic EVA footbed with Lycra® lining on top.
Exclusive rubber compound for the optimal
combination of comfort and grip.
Origin Drystar® boot is CE certified to to EN 13634:2017.
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RIDGE v2 DRYSTAR® BOOT

TOURING COMFORT FIT

//// TOURING / PRODUCED SIZES: EUR 36-48 / CORRESPONDING TO: US 3.5-12.5
Technical synthetic material main upper construction
incorporating punched microfiber on lateral panel
and durable microfiber on front and rear accordion
for high levels of performance and comfort.
Extensive front and rear accordions flex zones
constructed from microfiber for superior
comfort, extension, control and support.
Medial zipper closure with a zip covered from flap hook-

and-loop closure for a better and more secure ride.
High modulus TPU injected shift pad for
shock protection and durability.

Double layer hot-melt reinforcement on shin plate for
weight- saving and protection against impacts.

Drystar® membrane for proven performance
in difficult weather conditions.

Complete ankle protection: Dual density ankle
protectors on medial and lateral sides are reinforced
with polyfoam padding for protection and comfort.

New boot shaping provides long-lasting comfort
and incorporates ergonomic toe box construction
for greater compatibility with bike’s controls.

Removable anatomic footbed features EVA

Contoured, high modulus midsole follows shape of foot
and incorporates a structured shank reinforcement.

BLACK
244 2018 10

foam and textile for memory and comfort.
Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized compound rubber
sole with unique side wrapping design, built to
withstand the demands of life on the road.
Ridge v2 Drystar® boot is CE-certified
to CE-certified EN 13634:2010.
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SP-1 v2 RIDING SHOE

SPORT COMFORT FIT

//// ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 36-50 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 3.5-14 US
The main upper material is microfiber.
Tongue and rear accordion made by lightweight
padded material that offer superior comfort.
Airflow and ventilation are improved thanks
to lateral Air Intake with metallic mesh.
New speed lace system derived from Alpinestars MotoGP™
technology for improved quick precise and secure closure.

Higher closure system with new adjustable hookand-loop closure and debossed Alpinestars logo.
Foam backed double density ankles disk protection
are mounted under the upper plus lateral
outer TPR guards provide all-round strategic
protection and flexibility in keys area.
External TPR toe reinforcement helps protect

BLACK SILVER YELLOW FLUO
251 1018 159

against abrasion and gives greater stability.
Welded reflective insert on rear to make the rider more
visible to other road users,especially when riding at night.

Breathable textile lining with anti-sliding
microfiber suede on the heel.
Removable anatomic EVA foam footbed.

TPU heel counter protects from impact and abrasion.

Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber compound sole.

Internal toe box reinforcement layered
under the microfiber.

SP-1 v2 shoe is Cat 2 CE-certified to
89/686/ECC EU directive.

BLACK BLACK
251 1018 1100

BLACK WHITE
251 1018 12
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25SLI5/10

CO-INJECTED TPU/ALUMINUM
TOE-SLIDERS AVAILABLE AS
ACCESSORY UPGRADE
(COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER
ALPINESTARS RACING BOOTS).

SMX-1 R BOOT

SPORT COMFORT FIT

//// PERFORMANCE RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 38-50 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 5-14 US
The main upper material is synthetic microfiber and offer
greater comfort, durability and abrasion resistance.

front accordion for a secure closure and fit coupled with
hook and loop tab. The strap is located on the medial
side of the top of the boot for secure fast fastening
with a TPR terminal strap for an easier prehensility.

New TPR design on lateral toe-box
gives more flexion and comfort.

High modulus TPU injected heel counter and
shift pad for enhanced structural protection.
Internal toe box is layered under the upper.

Same S-MX 6 ergonomic shaping for forefoot
streamlining which enables greater control of
the bike’s controls and offers a superior wideranging foot profile for better fit and comfort.

Zip closure is covered with microfiber to
protect bike from zipper scratches.

Rear TPR Silver insert joined with the heel counter
ensures additional support and security.
Double density ankle protector on medial
side layered under the upper offers protective
performance and abrasion resistance in key area.

Lateral adjustable closure system envelopes around the

New TPR design on medial side to protect the ankle panel.

Front and rear accordions are made by lightweight
microfiber that offer more comfort.

Hook and loop tab locks the zip pull
closed, keeping it flat and secure.

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
222 4516 125

BLACK WHITE GRAPHIC
222 4516 1021

Integrated replaceable TPU bi-injected slider
features new easy screw fixing concept.

BLACK
222 4516 10

Exclusive rubber compound for an optimal
combination of comfort and grip.
Removable anatomic EVA footbed with Lycra® lining on top.
SMX-1 R boot is CE-certified to Cat 2 CEcertified to 89/686/ECC EU Directive.

BLACK WHITE RED
222 4516 123
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25SLI5/10

CO-INJECTED TPU/ALUMINUM
TOE-SLIDERS AVAILABLE AS
ACCESSORY UPGRADE
(COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER
ALPINESTARS RACING BOOTS).

SMX-1 R VENTED BOOT

SPORT COMFORT FIT

//// PERFORMANCE RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 38-50 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 5-14 US
The main upper material is synthetic microfiber and offer
greater comfort, durability and abrasion resistance.
Perforated microfiber on lateral calf and toe plus
perforated zone on medial side for enhanced ventilation
Front and rear accordions are made with breathable
mesh for enhanced ventilation and more comfort.
Same S-MX 6 ergonomic shaping for forefoot
streamlining which enables greater control of
the bike’s controls and offers a superior wideranging foot profile for better fit and comfort.

Lateral adjustable closure system envelopes around the
front accordion for a secure closure and fit coupled with
hook and loop tab. The strap is located on the medial
side of the top of the boot for secure fast fastening
with a TPR terminal strap for an easier prehensility.
Zip closure is covered with microfiber to
protect bike from zipper scratches.
Hook and loop tab locks the zip pull
closed, keeping it flat and secure.
New TPR design on medial side to protect the ankle panel.

BLACK WHITE GRAPHIC
222 4016 1021

New TPR design on lateral toe-box
gives more flexion and comfort.

High modulus TPU injected heel counter and
shift pad for enhanced structural protection.

Rear TPR Silver insert joined with the heel counter
ensures additional support and security.

Internal toe box is layered under the upper.

Double density ankle protector on medial
side layered under the upper offers protective
performance and abrasion resistance in key area.
Integrated replaceable TPU bi-injected slider
features new easy screw fixing concept.

BLACK
222 4016 10

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
222 4016 125

Exclusive rubber compound for an optimal
combination of comfort and grip.
Removable anatomic EVA footbed with Lycra® lining on top.
SMX-1 R vented boot is CE-certified to Cat 2
CE-certified to 89/686/ECC EU Directive.
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FASTBACK-2 DRYSTAR® RIDING SHOE

WALKING COMFORT FIT

//// ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR
Aggressively new design with rubber finishing
microfiber for abrasion resistance and durability.

Drystar® membrane layer between upper and lining for
proven performance in difficult weather conditions.

Padding on tongue and heel area provides high levels
of comfort and fit around the ankle and instep.

Punched microfiber on lower tongue collar
eyelet for more durability and dynamic look.

TPR ankle protector on lateral quarter and layered
under the upper on lateral and medial quarter, provide
the strategic protection and flexibility in key areas.

Highly breathable mesh lining improves
comfort and breathability.

Lace closure system with adjustable hook and
loop strap for easy, secure and comfortable fit.

BLACK BLACK
251 0018 1100

TPR lateral slider helps to protect against abrasion.

BLACK WHITE
251 0018 12

Internal toe box and heel counter reinforcement is
layered under the upper for more ergonomic design.

BLACK ANTHRACITE RED
251 0018 1036

Advanced rubber compound sole is molded
to the upper to offer stability, grip, support
and to provide a good walking comfort.
Fastback-2 Drystar® shoe is certified to CE
Standards CE 89/686/EEC – CAT 2.

BLACK YELLOW FLUO
251 0018 155
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FASTER-2 WATERPROOF SHOE
//// ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR
The upper is constructed from a superbly lightweight,
durable and abrasion-resistance microfiber.
New TPR design on lateral toe gives more
flexibility, and the lateral ankle guard help
protect against abrasion and knocks.
Lace loop system designed for a durability
personalized fit and secure closure.

WALKING COMFORT FIT

Unique collar and strap piece with adjustable
hook and loop strap across lower shin with
a terminal TPR strap for a better grip.

Double density ankle protector on medial
side layered under the upper offers protective
performance and abrasion resistance in key area.

New extremely lightweight rubber sole textured
grip layered with PU midsole for comfort and
integrated steel shank for enhanced sole rigidity.

Exclusive and innovative TPR design
on lateral calf for protection.

Waterproof membrane between upper and lining for
proven performance in difficult weather conditions.

Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed
with Lycra® lining on top.

Tongue and collar padding provides high levels of
comfort and fit around the ankle and instep.

Internal toe box and heel counter protection
is layered under the upper.

BLACK GUN METAL
254 0217 1101

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
254 0217 125
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FASTER-2 SHOE

WALKING COMFORT FIT

//// ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR
The upper is constructed from a superbly lightweight,
durable and abrasion-resistance microfiber.
TPR design on lateral toe gives more
protection, and the lateral ankle guard help
protect against abrasion and knocks.
Lace loop system designed for a durability
personalized fit and secure closure.

Unique collar and strap piece with adjustable
hook and loop strap across lower shin with
a terminal TPR strap for a better grip.

Double density TPU ankle protector on medial
side layered under the upper offers protective
performance and abrasion resistance in key area.

Exclusive and innovative TPR design on
lateral calf for better flexion.

3D mesh breathable lining.

Tongue and collar padding provides high levels of
comfort and fit around the ankle and instep.

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
251 0216 125

BLACK
251 0216 10

Internal toe box and heel counter protection
is layered under the upper.

BLACK WHITE
251 0216 12

Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed
with Lycra® lining on top.
Extremely lightweight rubber sole textured grip
layered with PU midsole for comfort and integrated
steel shank for enhanced sole rigidity.

BLACK SILVER
251 0216 119
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FASTER-2 VENTED SHOE

WALKING COMFORT FIT

//// ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR
The upper is constructed from a superbly lightweight,
durable and abrasion-resistance perforated microfiber.

Unique collar and strap piece with adjustable
hook and loop strap across lower shin with
a terminal TPR strap for a better grip.

TPR design on lateral toe gives more protection, and the
lateral ankle guard help protect against abrasion and knocks. Exclusive and innovative TPR design on
lateral calf for better flexion.
Lace loop system designed for a durability
personalized fit and secure closure.

BLACK NAVY WHITE YELLOW FLUO
251 0316 1720

Tongue and collar padding provides high levels of

BLACK
251 0316 10

comfort and fit around the ankle and instep.

is layered under the upper.

Double density TPU ankle protector on medial
side layered under the upper offers protective
performance and abrasion resistance in key area.

Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed
with Lycra® lining on top.

3D mesh breathable lining.
Internal toe box and heel counter protection

BLACK WHITE
251 0316 12

BLACK WHITE RED
251 0316 123

Extremely lightweight rubber sole textured grip
layered with PU midsole for comfort and integrated
steel shank for enhanced sole rigidity.

BLACK RED
251 0316 13
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SEKTOR WATERPROOF RIDING SHOE
//// ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR
The upper is constructed from a superbly lightweight,
durable and abrasion resistance microfiber.

and fits flush within the upper ankle polymer
protection panel to ensure a streamlined finish.

Medial ankle protection for an improved
fit and a lighter weight.

PR lateral ankle protector and slider for
more protection and high abrasion.

Original speed lace system derived from auto
racing shoes for a personalised fit and feel.

Flex areas on heel and instep for an
enhanced comfort while walking.

Lateral ankle strap provides a secure closure

Small reflective details on heel and

eyelet area for more visibility.
Waterproof membrane lining for proven
performance in difficult weather condition.
Internal protective toe box and heel counter are
positioned under the microfiber outer chassis.
Extremely lightweight, specifically compounded,
rubber sole provides textured grip, excellent

BLACK
254 4519 10

WALKING COMFORT FIT

absorption and features an integrated support
shank for an enhanced sole rigidity.
Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed
with mesh lining on top.
Sektor waterproof shoe is Cat 2 CEcertified to 89/686/ECC EU directive.
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SEKTOR RIDING SHOE

WALKING COMFORT FIT

//// ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR
The upper is constructed from a microfiber which is
superbly lightweight, durable and abrasion resistant.

closure and fits flush within upper ankle polymer
protection panel to ensure streamlined finish.

lining together with a microfiber suede
anti-slip surface inside the heel.

Inedited 3D dimensional ankle protection
for improved fit and a lighter weight.

External TPR toe reinforcement helps protect
against abrasion and gives greater stability.

Internal protective toe box and heel counter are
positioned under the microfiber outer chassis.

Original speed lace system derived from auto
racing shoes for a personalised fit and feel.

Flex areas on heel and instep for an
enhanced comfort while walking.

Ankle hook and loop strap provides secure

Advanced 3D mesh offers a highly breathable

Extremely lightweight, specifically compounded,
rubber sole provides textured grip, excellent
absorption and features an integrated support

BLACK
251 5518 10

shank for an enhanced sole rigidity.
Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed
with Lycra® lining on top.
Strategically positioned metallic mesh
vent for improved airflow.
Sektor shoe is Cat 2 CE-certified to
89/686/ECC EU directive.
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JETHRO DRYSTAR® RIDING SHOE

WALKING COMFORT FIT

//// ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR
Upper constructed with full grain leather to
optimize comfort durability and look.

under the upper for protection against knocks.

Leather patch slider on lateral front and rear
upper to protect against abrasion and impact.

The lateral top collar features a special
small loop to keep the lace knot tidy.

Double density TPU lateral ankle protector is layered

Traditional lacing closure for easy and comfortable fit.

BLACK BLACK
261 1517 1100

The loop is locked onto upper with a
snap fastener for a quick release.

tongue and shift pad for comfort.

Drystar® membrane layer between upper and lining for
proven performance in difficult weather conditions.

Jethro Drystar® shoe is certified to CE
Standards CE 89/686/EEC – CAT 2.

Reinforced polyfoam padding on collar,

BROWN
261 1517 80

Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber compound outsole.
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PARLOR DRYSTAR® RIDING SHOE
//// ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR
Main upper is made by superior full grain
leather for better comfort and durability.
Traditional lacing closure plus medial side closure
zipper for easy access and comfortable fit.
The zip is shielded with leather flaps and

a puller garage to prevent scratch.

Shift pad padding for more comfort and durability.

Drystar® membrane layer between upper and lining for
proven performance in difficult weather conditions.

Double density TPU ankle protector disks (both sides), are
layered under the upper and backed by polyfoam padding.

Top collar and top tongue are padded for better comfort.

Internal toe box and heel counter reinforcement
are layered under the upper.

BLACK
254 9116 10

WALKING COMFORT FIT

Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber compound
sole with microporous layer to save weight.
Parlor Drystar® shoe is certified to CE
Standards CE 89/686/EEC – CAT 2.
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J-CULT DRYSTAR® RIDING SHOE
//// ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR
Lightweight, street-styled upper combining full
grain leather and elastic synthetic material on
collar for enhanced comfort and durability.
Drystar® membrane layer between upper and lining
for unsurpassed all-weather performance.
Tongue in full grain leather for enhanced
comfort, durability and a luxurious feel.

Traditional lace closure system for easy,
secure and comfortable fit.
Dual density ankles protectors are applied between
the upper and padded lining to provide the
strategic protection and flexibility in key areas.
Heat-press logos give an exclusive and sober look.
Embossed areas highlight the protective parts giving

a balanced dynamic style at the riding shoe.
Thin and smooth tongue provides high levels
of comfort and fit around the instep.
Elastic collar provides improved levels of
personalization for a comfortable fit.
Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed
with Lycra® lining on top.

BROWN
254 2619 80

WALKING COMFORT FIT

Internal toe box and heel counter reinforcement is
layered under the upper for more ergonomic design.
Rubber compound cup sole molded to the
upper to offer stability, grip, and support and
to provide a good walking comfort.
J-Cult Drystar® shoe is CE-certified to EN 13634:2017.
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JAM DRYSTAR® RIDING SHOE

WALKING COMFORT FIT

//// ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR
Lightweight, street-styled upper combining
leather on frontal and suede on back for
optimized comfort, durability and look.

Leather eyelet for more durability and look.

Denim Version : Lightweight, street-styled upper
combining leather on front and denim on back
for optimized comfort, durability and look.

Silicone and elastic lace pocket on top tongue
is designed to accommodate the extra laces,
meaning they won’t get tangled.

Tongue in leather for enhanced comfort,
durability and luxurious feel.

Traditional lace closure system for easy,
secure and comfortable fit.

Drystar® membrane layer between upper and lining for
proven performance in difficult weather conditions.

BLACK YELLOW FLUO
254 6618 155

Dual density ankles protector are applied between
the upper and padded lining to provide the
strategic protection and flexibility in key areas.
Embossed areas highlight the protection parts giving
an aggressive and dynamic style at the riding shoe.
Padding on tongue and heel area provides high levels
of comfort and fit around the ankle and instep.
Internal toe box and heel counter reinforcement is

BLACK
254 6618 10

layered under the upper for a more ergonomic design.
New design sole with rubber compound cup sole
molded to the upper to offer stability, grip, support
and to provide a good walking comfort.
Jam Drystar® shoe is certified to CE
Standards CE 89/686/EEC – CAT 2.
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J-6 WATERPROOF RIDING SHOE

WALKING COMFORT FIT

//// ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR
Lightweight, street-styling upper combining full grain
leather and suede for optimized comfort and durability.
Waterproof membrane subtly built into chassis for
100% performance against wet penetration.
Top tongue and collar constructed from leather for
enhanced comfort, durability and luxurious feel.
Metal eyelet lacing closure on instep for

easy, secure and comfortable fit.
Dual density and ergonomic MX-derived ankle
and heel protector is applied between the upper
and padded lining to provide all-round strategic
protection and flexibility in key areas.
Padding on tongue and heel area provides high levels
of comfort and fit around the ankle and instep.

BLACK WHITE
254 2015 12

Advanced rubber compound cup sole is molded to the
upper to offer stability, grip, support and durability.
Reinforced mid sole inserted between the upper and
the sole for structural strength and durability.
Removable and replaceable EVA and Lycra® footbed is
anatomically profiled for added comfort and support.
Metal logo detailing logos and patterning give

BROWN
254 2015 80

BLACK
254 2015 10

the boot a contemporary styling feel.
Internal toe box and heel counter reinforcement is
layered under the upper for more ergonomic design.
Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber cup
outsole provides excellent fit and support.
J-6 Waterproof shoe is certified to CE
Standards CE 89/686/EEC – CAT 2.
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JETHRO RIDING SHOE

WALKING COMFORT FIT

//// ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR
Upper constructed with full grain leather to
optimize comfort durability and look.

Traditional lacing closure plus medial side closure
zipper for easy access and comfortable fit.

Leather patch slider on lateral front and rear
upper to protect against abrasion and impact.

The zip is shielded with integrated zip flap and
a cursor garage to prevent scratches.

Double density TPU lateral ankle protector is layered
under the upper for protection against knocks.

The lateral top collar has a silicone and elastic lace
pocket on top tongue designed to accommodate

BLACK
265 1517 10

the extra laces, meaning they won’t get tangled.
Breathable lining for unsurpassed
all-weather performance.
Reinforced polyfoam padding on collar,
tongue and shift pad for comfort.

BROWN
265 1517 80

Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized
rubber compound cup sole.
Jethro shoe is certified to CE-Standards
CE 89/686/EEC – CAT 2.
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JAM AIR RIDING SHOE

WALKING COMFORT FIT

//// ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR
Lightweight, street-styled upper combining
leather on front and suede on back for
optimized comfort, durability and styling.
Tongue in leather for enhanced comfort,
durability and a luxurious feel.
Leather eyelet for more durability and look.
Traditional lace closure system for easy

access and a secure and comfortable fit.
Elastic silicone lace pocket has been
designed to accommodate the extra laces,
ensuring they don’t get tangled.
Perforated leather on lateral, medial, rear
and lower tongue are strategically positioned
to improve airflow and ventilation.

MILITARY GREEN
265 2518 608

Dual density ankle protectors are applied between
the upper and padded lining to provide the
strategic protection and flexibility in key areas.

Internal toe box and heel counter reinforcement is
layered under the upper for more ergonomic design.

Embossed areas highlight the protective parts giving
an aggressive and dynamic style at the riding shoe.

Rubber sole compound offers stability, grip, support
and provides a good comfort when walking.

Padding on tongue and heel area provides high levels
of comfort and fit around the ankle and instep.

BLACK BLACK
265 2518 1100

ANTHRACITE GREEN
265 2518 147

Removable anatomic EVA foam footbed.

Jam Air shoe is CE-certified to CE
Standards (CE 89/686/EEC – CAT 2)
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JAM RIDING SHOE

WALKING COMFORT FIT

//// ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR
Lightweight, street-styled upper combining
leather on front and suede on back for
optimized comfort, durability and styling.
Tongue in leather for enhanced comfort,
durability and a luxurious feel.
Leather eyelet for more durability and styling.

Traditional lace closure system for easy
access and a secure and comfortable fit.
Elastic Silicone Lace pocket located on top
tongue allows to take the extra laces into the
pocket, that they don’t get tangled up.
DDual density ankle protectors are applied
between the upper and padded lining to provide the

strategic protection and flexibility in key areas.

layered under the upper for more ergonomic design.

Embossed areas highlight the protective parts giving
an aggressive and dynamic style at the riding shoe.

Removable anatomic EVA foam footbed.

Padding on tongue and heel area provides high levels
of comfort and fit around the ankle and instep.
Internal toe box and heel counter reinforcement is

BLACK BLACK
265 2418 1100

Rubber sole compound offers stability, grip, support
and provides a good comfort when walking.
Jam shoe is CE-certified to CE Standards
(CE 89/686/EEC – CAT 2)
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STADIUM RIDING SHOE

WALKING COMFORT FIT

//// ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR
Lightweight construction featuring a microfiber material
on the upper to make the shoe as light as possible.
Perforated microfiber on lateral and medial
panels, plus tongue and toe box provide enhanced
levels of ventilation for optimum comfort.

TPU Dual density MX ankle protectors applied between
the upper to the lining gives excellent levels of
protection while providing support to the ankles.
Tongue and ankle incorporate soft
padding for long-lasting comfort.

BLACK WHITE RED BLUE
251 9115 1237

Toe box and heel counter feature internal
reinforcement for optimum comfort and durability.

Color cup rubber sole is hardwearing and provides
high levels of comfort on and off the bike.

EVA footbed is anatomically sculptured
for comfort and can be replaced.

Stadium shoe is CE-certified to CE
Standards CE 89/686/EEC – CAT 2.

BLACK YELLOW FLUO RED
251 9115 1536
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ALLOY TEAM SHOE

WALKING COMFORT FIT

//// WALKING / CASUAL / SPORT / PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR
Constructed from a lightweight and breathable multimesh upper for airflow with a seamless microfiber
chassis for durability and structural integrity.
Innovative lacing system includes a lace eyelet tuning
system running around the ankle to the instep making
a light chassis closure for precise and comfortable fit.
Tongue and collar incorporate highly breathable micro-

perforated textile for additional cooling performance.

Alloy shoe features a unique, high strength
sole construction offering durability,
rigidity and protective performance.

Anti-slide Achilles support collar, constructed from
technical textile for comfort and breathability, helps
keep foot in position while training/running.
The toe-tip reinforcement in matt carbon microfiber
gives more structure/stability and abrasion resistance.

BLACK RED
265 4018 13

Technical dual midsole construction with EVA foam double
layered padding for additional comfort cushioning.
Internal heel counter layered under the upper
for structural integrity and support.

BLACK
265 4018 10

BLACK GREEN
265 4018 16

Toe, tongue and collar soft padding for comfort and fit.
Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized compound outer
sole with dual density EVA foam for cushioning
and repeated foot-fall shock absorption.
Anatomical footbed profiled with Lycra® top lining and
different hardness EVA foams: soft in the forefoot and
harder on the arch to offer support and comfort.
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FIRM DRYSTAR® BOOT
//// ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR
Main upper material made in full grain
leather with vintage effect.
Toe box and heel counter internal reinforcement
give structure support and impact resistance.
Quilted and padded shift guard reflects on Alpinestars

heritage of providing comfort and protection.
Alpinestars new anatomical foam-backed
dual density PU ankle disk protection.
Drystar® membrane subtly incorporated into chassis
for 100% performance against wet penetration.

WALKING COMFORT FIT

Zip closure on medial panel plus adjustable leather leg
strap and metal eyelet lacing closure system ensure
easy access entry and a highly personalized fit.

Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber plus
injected PU midsole designed for optimal
combination of comfort, grip and weight saving.

Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed with
Lycra® lining on top for comfort.

Firm Drystar® is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.

DARK BROWN OILED
284 8218 819
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FIRM BOOT

WALKING COMFORT FIT

//// ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR
Main upper material made in full grain
leather with vintage effect finish.
Toe box and heel counter internal reinforcement
give structure support and impact resistance.
Quilted and padded shift guard offers

comfort and protection.

ventilation. Anti-sliding suede in heel.

Lycra® lining on top for comfort.

Alpinestars anatomical foam-backed dual
density PU ankle disk protection.

Zip closure on medial panel plus adjustable leather
leg strap and metal eyelet lacing closure system
ensure easy entry and a highly personalized fit.

Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber with microporous
heel for shock absorption on heel area, designed
for optimal combination of comfort and grip.

Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed with

Firm boot is CE-certified to EN 13634:2017.

3D mesh lining for high levels of breathability
and perforation on tongue for more

BROWN
281 8219 80

BLACK
281 8219 10
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TWIN DRYSTAR® RIDING SHOE
//// ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 6-13 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-47 EUR
Main upper made in full grain leather with vintage
effect for better comfort and durability.

Leather higher collar lining gives more comfort.

Gusseted tongue to keep out wind, water and dirt.

Drystar® membrane subtly incorporated into chassis
for 100% performance against wet penetration.

Traditional metal eyelet lacing system for
convenience and to ensure a secure closure.

Alpinestars new anatomical foam backed
dual-density TPU ankle disk protection.

WALKING COMFORT FIT

Shift pad and collar soft padding for
more comfort and flexibility.

Highly durable midsole follows shape of foot and
incorporates structured shank reinforcement.

Toe box and heel counter internal reinforcement
give structured support and impact resistance.

Alpinestars exclusive oil-resistant rubber compound
sole and exclusive grip pattern on sole.

Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed
with Lycra® lining on top.

Twin Drystar® is certified to CE Standards
CE 89/686/EEC – CAT 2.

CHARCOAL
284 8416 113
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RAYBURN RIDING SHOE

WALKING COMFORT FIT

//// ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR
Main upper material made in full grain leather with
vintage effect for optimized comfort durability and look.
Smooth, padded soft leather around
the collar for superior comfort.
Heel pull tab designed to avoid catching the pant leg.

Gusseted tongue to keep out wind, water and dirt.
Traditional metal eyelet lacing system for
convenience and a secure closure.
3D mesh lining for high levels of breathability
with anti-sliding suede in heel.

Alpinestars double density TPU ankle protector
disks (both side), are layered under the upper
and backed by polyfoam padding.

Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed
with Lycra® lining on top.

Shift pad padding for more comfort and durability.

Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber
compound sole with leather welt.

Toe box and heel counter internal reinforcement
give structured support and impact resistance.

Rayburn shoe is certified to CE Standards
CE 89/686/EEC – CAT 2.

BROWN
281 8316 80
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MONTY RIDING SHOE

WALKING COMFORT FIT

//// ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR
Main upper material made in full grain leather with
vintage effect for optimized comfort durability and look.

Removable microfiber footbed features anatomically
shaped arch and heel with Lycra® top layer for comfort.

Gusseted tongue to keep out wind, water and dirt.

Toe box and heel counter internal reinforcement
give structured support and impact resistance.

Rear leather accordion collar for comfort.

Alpinestars new anatomical foam-backed
dual-density PU ankle disk protection.

Heel pull tab designed to avoid catching the pant leg.

Toe is padded and uniquely-patterned to
work excellently with the gear shifter.

Plush 3D highly breathable mesh inner liner.

Subtle heel for registering the foot pegs.

Moccasin toe seam scored to add strength.

BROWN
281 8915 80

Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber
compound sole with leather welt.
Metal eyelet lacing closure system.
Monty shoe is certified to CE Standards
CE 89/686/EEC – CAT 2.
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25SLI5/10

CO-INJECTED TPU/ALUMINUM
TOE-SLIDERS AVAILABLE AS
ACCESSORY UPGRADE
(COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER
ALPINESTARS RACING BOOTS).

STELLA SMX-6 v2 BOOT
//// WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 36-43 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 5-11 US WOMEN

WOMEN’S SPORT FIT

Designed and constructed specifically
for a women’s performance fit.

structural integrity, protection against impact shocks,
repeated abrasion resistance and flex support.

features new easy screw fixing concept
for quicker and easier replacement.

Internal toe box protection is layered under the upper
for durability, improved feel and performance.

Newly designed boot upper incorporates innovative
front, rear bellow and rear calf zones for superior
levels of flexibility. Upper constructed from advanced
microfiber for durability and abrasion resistance.

Air vents on the heel counter and shin plate plus
breathable mesh inserts improve comfort and
reduce fatigue on short and long rides.

Innovative instep and Achilles accordion
flex zone construction for superior comfort,
extension, control and support.

Breathable textile interior lining features antisliding suede reinforcement on heel area
help keep foot in position while riding.

High modulus TPU injected shin guard, calf protector,
heel counter, shift pad, ankle brace and toe slider
for improved shock protection and durability.

Internal insole with the shank reinforcement integrated
for added support to the arch area and foot protection.

New, removable anatomic footbed includes EVA and
Lycra® for performance, comfort and support.

Medial side entry opening/closure system features
elastic-mounted zipper with wide hook and loop
closure for flexibility and secure fit. The aperture
opening is large to promote easier in/out.

Alpinestars new and exclusive compound
rubber sole promotes improved feel and
grip, water dispersion and durability.

Ergonomic new last for forefoot streamlining to
enable greater control of the bike’s controls and for
superior, wide-ranging foot profile, fit and comfort.
Alpinestars innovative TPU lateral ankle brace
protection provides a biomechanical support between
lateral top calf/shin and ankle and offers improved

Double density ankle protector on medial side layered
under the upper offers protective performance in key area.
Integrated, replaceable bi-injected TPU slider

BLACK FUCHSIA WHITE
222 3117 1032

BLACK WHITE
222 3117 12

Stella SMX-6 v2 Boot is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.
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25SLI5/10

CO-INJECTED TPU/ALUMINUM
TOE-SLIDERS AVAILABLE AS
ACCESSORY UPGRADE
(COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER
ALPINESTARS RACING BOOTS).

STELLA SMX-6 v2 DRYSTAR® BOOT
//// WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER PERFORMANCE RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 36-43 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 5-11 US WOMEN
Designed and constructed specifically
for a women’s performance fit.
Newly designed boot upper incorporates innovative
front, rear bellow and rear calf zones.
Main upper material constructed from advanced
microfiber for durability and repeated abrasion
resistance, plus a waterproof and breathable Drystar®
liner for excellent all-weather performance.
Ergonomic new last for forefoot streamlining to

WOMEN’S SPORT FIT

enable greater control of the bike’s controls.

under the upper offers protection in key area.

elastic-mounted zipper with wide hook and loop closure.

Alpinestars innovative TPU lateral ankle brace
protection provides a biomechanical support.

Integrated, replaceable bi-injected TPU slider
features new easy screw fixing concept.

Internal toe box protection is layered under the upper
for durability, improved feel and performance.

Air vents on the heel counter and shin plate
improve comfort on short and long rides.

Innovative instep and Achilles accordion flex zone
construction for superior comfort and support.

Dual compound removable anatomic footbed
includes EVA and Lycra® for comfort and support.

High modulus TPU injected shin guard, calf
protector, heel counter, shift pad and toe slider.

Internal insole with the shank reinforcement integrated
for support to the arch area and foot protection.

Alpinestars new and exclusive compound rubber sole.

Double density ankle protector on medial side layered

Medial side entry opening/closure system features

BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA
224 3117 1239

Stella SMX-6 v2 Drystar® Boot is CEcertified to EN 13634:2010.
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STELLA KAIRA GORE-TEX BOOT
//// WOMEN’S TOURING / PRODUCED SIZES: 36-43 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 5-11 US WOMEN
Women specific fit.

Lateral calf elastic guarantees a personal fit closure.

Especially engineered for women, main upper material
made in full grain leather for better comfort and durability.

Waterproof and breathable Gore-Tex lining.

Medial side closure zipper for easy and comfortable
fit plus flaps for more zip protection.

Double density TPU ankle protector disks
are layered on both sides under the upper
and backed by polyfoam padding.

Pull tab leather on terminal zip for greater prehensility.

Rear stretch microfiber for better flexibility.

WOMEN’S TOURING FIT

Toe box and heel counter internal reinforcement
give structured support and impact resistance.

Especially engineered removable anatomic
EVA footbed and Lycra® lining on top.

Leather shift pad gives more grip
and sensibility for the shift.

Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber compound outsole.

PU midsole integrated with the upper for comfort
and plus steel shank for enhanced sole rigidity.

BLACK
233 5516 10

Stella Kaira Gore-Tex is CE-certified to EN 13634:2010.
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VIKA v2 DRYSTAR® WOMEN’S BOOT
//// WOMEN’S TOURING / PRODUCED SIZES: 36-41 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 5-9 US WOMEN
Especially engineered for women, with
an elegant and clean design.
Main upper material constructed from reinforced
leather for comfort and durability.
Medial side closure zipper for easy

closure, comfort and durability.
External adjustable hook and loop strap
across shin for a secure personalized fit.
Internal elastic insert for more adjustable calf.

WOMEN’S TOURING FIT

Drystar® membrane layer between upper and
lining for enhanced all weather performance.

Internal heel counter and toe protection
layered under the leather.

Dual density ankle-disks provides strategic
protection and are layered under the upper
and backed by polyfoam padding.

Alpinestars exclusive rubber compound sole for
optimal combination of comfort and grip.

BLACK
244 5519 10

Vika v2 Drystar® boot is CE-certified to to EN 13634:2017.
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STELLA VALENCIA WATERPROOF BOOT
//// WOMEN’S TOURING / PRODUCED SIZES: 36-43 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 5-11 US WOMEN
Specific women fit.

and flexible, control and support.

Especially engineered for women, main
upper material in full grain and suede leather
made for better comfort and durability.

Convenient wide entry system with large hook and
loop secured shin flap, backed by a weather proofing
gusset offering easy entry and precise fit.

Lateral closure system designed for durability,
personalized fit secure with a comfortable
nubuck on terminal shin plate closure.

Waterproof membrane lining for proven
performance in difficult weather condition.

Front and rear accordions have been constructed
with microfiber stretch for superior comfort

Alpinestars new anatomical foam backed
dual-density TPU ankle disk protection.

Terminal pull flap in nubuck leather on lateral
ankle strap coupled with hook and loop allow
secure closures and highly personalized fit.

WOMEN’S TOURING FIT

Especially engineered removable anatomic
EVA footbed and Lycra® lining on top.

Shift pad made in nubuck leather gives
more comfort fit and flexibility.

New extremely lightweight rubber sole textured
grip layered with PU midsole for comfort and
integrated steel shank for enhanced sole rigidity.

Double density TPU ankle protector disks on both sides are
layered under the upper and backed by polyfoam padding.

Stella Valencia waterproof boot is CEcertified to EN 13634:2010.

High modulus midsole follows shape of foot and
incorporates structured metal shank reinforcement.

BLACK
244 2216 10
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25SLI5/10

CO-INJECTED TPU/ALUMINUM
TOE-SLIDERS AVAILABLE AS
ACCESSORY UPGRADE
(COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER
ALPINESTARS RACING BOOTS).

STELLA SMX-1 R BOOT
//// WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 36-44 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 5-11.5 US WOMEN
Specific women fit.
Specifically engineered for women.
The main upper material is synthetic microfiber and offer
greater comfort, durability and abrasion resistance.
Front and rear accordions are made by
lightweight microfiber to offer more comfort.
Ergonomic shaping for forefoot streamlining which enables
greater control of the bike’s controls while also providing
superior wide-ranging foot profile, fit and comfort.

Lateral adjustable closure system envelopes around the
front accordion for a secure closure and fit coupled with
hook and loop tab. The strap is located on the medial
side of the top of the boot for secure fast fastening
with a TPR terminal strap for an easier prehensility.
Zip closure is covered with microfiber to
protect bike against zip scratches.
Hook and loop tab locks the zip pull
closed, keeping it flat and secure.

BLACK FUCHSIA
222 4616 1039

WOMEN’S SPORT FIT

New TPR design on medial side to protect the ankle panel.

features new easy screw fixing concept.

New TPR design on lateral toe-box
gives more flexion and comfort.

High modulus TPU injected heel counter and
shift pad for enhanced structural protection.

Rear TPR silver insert joined with the heel counter
ensures additional support and security.

Internal toe box is layered under the upper.

Double density ankle protector on medial
side layered under the upper offers protective
performance and abrasion resistance in key area.
Integrated replaceable TPU bi-injected slider

BLACK GOLD
222 4616 185

Exclusive rubber compound for an optimal
combination of comfort and grip.
Removable anatomic EVA footbed with Lycra® lining on top.
Stella SMX-1 R is certified to CE Standards
CE 89/686/EEC – CAT 2.
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STELLA AST-1 DRYSTAR® RIDING SHOE
//// WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 5-11.5 US WOMEN / CORRESPONDING TO: 36-44 EUR
Specific women fit.
Main upper constructed from premium full grain
leather for excellent comfort and durability.
Lateral panel and tongue made in microfiber
rubber finishing for more durability and look.
Synthetic microfiber on lower lateral panel offers
improved structural integrity protection and durability.

WOMEN’S WALKING
COMFORT FIT

The lateral top collar features a special
small loop to keep the lace knot tidy.

TPR lateral ankle protector to provide all-round
strategic protection and flexibility in key areas.

Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber outsole
provides excellent fit and support.

The loop is locked onto upper with a
snap fastener for a quick release.

TPU shift pad offers excellent protection and durability.

The Stella AST-1 Drystar® is certified to CE
Standards CE 89/686/EEC – CAT 2.

Double density TPU ankle protector on medial
side layered under the upper offers protective
performance and abrasion resistance in key area.

BLACK FUCHSIA
254 6218 1039

Internal toe box and heel counter protection
is layered under the upper.
Drystar® membrane layer between upper and lining for
proven performance in difficult weather conditions.

BLACK WHITE
254 6218 12
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STELLA AST-1 RIDING SHOE
//// WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 5-11.5 US WOMEN / CORRESPONDING TO: 36-44 EUR

WOMEN’S WALKING
COMFORT FIT

Specific women fit.

breathability and comfort.

and abrasion resistance in key area.

3D mesh lining for better breathability.

Main upper constructed from premium full grain
leather for excellent comfort and durability.

The lateral top collar is integrating a special small
loop to keep tidy the lace knot, the loop is locked onto
upper with a snap fastener for a quick release.

TPR lateral ankle protector to provide all-round
strategic protection and flexibility in key areas.

Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber outsole
provides excellent fit and support.

Double density ankle protector on medial side layered
under the upper offers protective performance

TPU shift pad offers excellent protections and durability.
Internal toe box and heel counter protection
is layered under the upper.

The Stella AST-1 is certified to CE
Standards CE 89/686/EEC – CAT 2.

Lateral panel and tongue in textile for
more flexibility and breathability.
Mesh on lateral panel offers improved

BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA
251 6218 1239

BLACK WHITE
251 6218 12
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STELLA FASTER-2 WATERPROOF SHOE

WOMEN’S WALKING
COMFORT FIT

//// WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 5-11.5 US WOMEN / CORRESPONDING TO: 36-44 EUR
Specific women fit.
The upper is constructed from a superbly lightweight,
durable and abrasion-resistance microfiber.
New TPR design on lateral toe gives more
flexibility while the lateral ankle guard helps
protect against abrasion and knocks.

Lace loop system designed for durability, a
personalized fit and a secure closure.

Tongue and collar padding provides high levels of
comfort and fit around the ankle and instep.

Internal toe box and heel counter protection
is layered under the upper.

Unique collar and strap piece with adjustable
hook and loop strap across lower shin with
a Terminal TPR strap for a better grip.

Double density ankle protector on medial
side layered under the upper offers protective
performance and abrasion resistance in key area.

New extremely lightweight rubber sole textured
grip layered with PU midsole for comfort and
integrated steel shank for enhanced sole rigidity.

Exclusive and innovative TPR design on
lateral calf for better flexion.

Waterproof membrane between upper and lining for
proven performance in difficult weather conditions.

Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed
with Lycra® lining on top.

BLACK GUN METAL
254 0317 1101

BLACK FUCHSIA
254 0317 1039
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STELLA FASTER-2 SHOE

WOMEN’S WALKING
COMFORT FIT

//// WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING / PRODUCED SIZES: 5-11.5 US WOMEN / CORRESPONDING TO: 36-44 EUR
Specific women fit.
The upper is constructed from a superbly lightweight,
durable and abrasion-resistance microfiber.
New TPR design on lateral toe gives more
flexibility while the lateral ankle guard helps
protect against abrasion and knocks.

Lace loop system designed for durability, a
personalized fit and a secure closure.
Unique collar and strap piece with adjustable
hook and loop strap across lower shin with
a Terminal TPR strap for a better grip.
Tongue and collar padding provides high level of
comfort and fit around the ankle and instep.

BLACK
251 0416 10

Double density ankle protector on medial
side layered under the upper offers protective
performance and abrasion resistance in key area.

New extremely lightweight rubber sole textured
grip layered with PU midsole for comfort and
integrated steel shank for enhanced sole rigidity.

3D mesh breathable lining with microfiber
suede anti-sliding on the heel.

Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed
with Lycra® lining on top.

Internal toe box and heel counter protections
is layered under the upper.

BLACK FUCHSIA
251 0416 1039

BLACK GOLD
251 0416 185
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STELLA KERRY WATERPROOF RIDING SHOE
//// WOMEN’S URBAN COMMUTING / PRODUCED SIZES: 36-41 EUR / CORRESPONDING TO: 5-9 US WOMEN
Especially engineered for women in main
upper made in full grain leather with nubuck
finish, for better comfort and durability.

Pull tab leather on terminal zip for greater prehensility.

Medial side closure zipper for an easy and
comfortable fit plus flaps for more zip protection.

Leather higher collar lining gives more comfort.

Lateral adjustable strap with internal lateral
elastic gives a secure and personal fit closure.

WOMEN’S WALKING
COMFORT FIT

Integrated 100% waterproof membrane for
proven all weather performance.

Toe box and heel counter internal reinforcement
give structured support and impact resistance.

Double density TPU ankle protector disks are
layered under both sides of upper and backed by
Alpinestars new anatomical polyfoam padding.

Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber compound outsole.

BLACK MATT
244 8116 110

Stella Kerry Waterproof shoe is certified to
CE Standards CE 89/686/EEC – CAT 2.

STRAPS/RATCHET/BUCKLES REPLACEMENT

NEW TOUCAN GTX
SIZES: OS
25CITC14 / 10

COROZAL ADV

SHIN SLIDER REPLACEMENT

BI-INJECTED TPU
(INCLUDES SCREWS
AND HEXAGONAL KEY)
COMPATIBLE WITH NEW
SUPERTECH-R / SMX PLUS /
SMX PLUS GTX /
SMX-1R / SMX-S
SIZES: OS
25SLI15 / 10 / 21

HEEL CAP REPLACEMENT

SIZES: OS
25LOCOR / 10

NEW SUPERTECH R
SIZES: OS
25RT / 10

SUPERTECH R
(SIZE OS)
25SSLI / 10 / 20

BI-INJECTED TPU
(INCLUDES SCREWS AND
HEXAGONAL KEY)
COMPATIBLE WITH NEW
SMX-6 / SMX-6 GTX /SMX-6 WP /
STELLA SMX-6 / SMX-3

SUPERTECH / SMX PLUS
(SIZE 36/41 - 42/48)
25TP / SI

SIZES: OS
25SLISMX6 / 10
SMX PLUS / SMX PLUS GTX
SIZES: OS
25SLICAT11 / 10

SMX PLUS / SMX PLUS
GTX
(SIZE 36/378 - 39/41 42/44 - 44/48)

SUPERTECH
SIZES: OS
25SLISUPT / 10 / 20

25TP11 / 12 /21
SMX PLUS / SMX PLUS GTX
SIZES: OS
25SLISMX11 / 10 / 21 / 53

TOUCAN GTX
SIZES:OS
25LESN14 / 10
COROZAL ADV / BELIZE
SIZES:OS
25LET5 / 10

SMX PLUS / SMX PLUS GTX

SUPERTECH-R
(SIZE 39/41-42/4445/48)

SIZES: OS
25SLISMX13 / 10 / 21

25TS / 10 / 30

SUPERTECH / SMX-3 /
STELLA SMX-3 / GP TECH

NEW SUPERTECH-R
(SIZE OS)
25TS5 / 30 / 10

TOUCAN GTX
SIZES:OS
25BLT10 / 10

SIZES: OS
25SLITECH / RD / NE / BI
COROZAL
SIZES:OS
25CCT3S / 10

BEE WAX LEATHER CARE
MAGNESIUM TOE SLIDER
UPGRADE COMPATIBLE WITH BOOTS
FEATURING SLIDE AND LOCK SYSTEM
OFFERS EXTENDED TRACK LIFE.

TOE SLIDER REPLACEMENT - SLIDE AND LOCK SYSTEM

SIZES: OS
25SLI4-11

CO-INJECTED TPU/ALUMINUM
(INCLUDES SCREW AND
HEXAGONAL KEY)
REPLACEMENT
FOR NEW SUPERTECH-R
ACCESSORY UPGRADE
FOR ALL THE NEW BOOTS
FEATURING SLIDE&SCREW SYSTEM

SUPERTECH R / SMX-R / SMX-R GTX
/ SMX-5 / SMX-5 WP / STELLA SMX5 / SMX-4 / STELLA SMX-4 / SMX-4
WP / SMX-2 / SMX-1.1 /
STELLA SMX-1.1

SIZES: OS
25SLI5 / 10

SIZES: OS
25SLI6 / 10 / 20 / 30 / 155 / 31

ALL LEATHER BOOTS
250P4 / BI / BL / NT / RD

REMOVABLE FOOTBED INSERT

25SUSMX5/10 /12

25SUSMX6/12

25SUS5/12

25SU404/106

SMX-5 / SMX-1 / SMX-1.1 /
STELLA SMX-1.1

SMX-6 / SMX-6 GTX /
SMX-6 WP /STELLA SMX-6 /
SMX-3 / SP-1

SUPERTECH R

COROZAL ADVENTURE
BELIZE / CAMPECHE

SMX-6 / SMX-6 GTX / SMX PLUS / SMX PLUS GTX / SMX-5 / SMX-5 WP /
SMX-4 / SMX-4 WP / SMX3 / SMX3 GTX / EFFEX / VERTEX / GPS 3 / JET /
WEB GTX / TECH TOURING GTX / ALPHA TOURING / SMX-1 / GRAN TORINO
/ STELLA GRAN TORINO / SUPER TECH TOURING / HYDRO SPORT / ROAM
/ RIDGE / SUPER TOURING / MONOFUSE / MULTIAIR / AIR PLUS / PIKES /
PATRON GTX / RADON DS / SMX-S
SIZES: 36-50
25FUSMX / NE

SIZES:
36-50

SIZES:
36-50

SIZES: 39/40 ,
41, 42/44, 45,
46/47, 48

SIZES: 7-13

25SU405/105

25SU406/12

25SU75/10

25SU892E/N

STELLA KAIRA /
STELLA VALENCIA

SMX-1 R / SMX-6 v2/ SMX-S /
STELLA SMX-1R

VIKA
STELLA KERRY

SCOUT WP / TOUCAN GTX

TOUCAN GTX
SIZES: 7-13
25FUTC / 11

SIZES:
36, 37/38,
39/40, 41/42,
43, 44/45, 46,
47/48, 49/50

SIZES:
36-43

SUPERTECH / SUPERTECH R

SIZES:
36-41

SIZES:
5/6, 7/8,
9, 10, 11, 12/13

SIZES: 36-48
25FUTECH / NB

25SU920/NW

25SU9211/12

25SU931/10

25SU933/10

SUPERTECH R

SMX PLUS /
SMX PLUS GTX

TECH TOURING GTX / ALPHA TOURING / SUPER TECH TOURING GTX /
ROAM / RIDGE / WEB GTX / LAND
GTX / ANDES WP / ROAM 2 / GUNNER / PIKES GTX / AIR PLUS GTX /
PATRON GTX / RADON DS

GRAN TORINO / STELLA
GRAN TORINO /
MONOFUSE GTX / MULTIAIR
SUPER TOURING

COROZAL ADVENTURE /
BELIZE / CAMPECHE
SIZES: 3-16
SIZES:
36, 37/38,
39, 40/41, 42,
43/44, 45,
46/47, 48

25FUT5 / 107

MEN’S FOOTWEAR CONVERSION TABLE
EUR PRODUCED SIZES

SIZES:
36-50

SIZES:
36-48

SIZES:
36-50

MEN’S FOOTWEAR CONVERSION TABLE
US PRODUCED SIZES

EUR SIZE

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

U.S. SIZE

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10

10.5

11

11.5

12

12.5

13

13.5

14

U.S. SIZE

3.5

4

5

6

6.5

7.5

8

9

9.5

10.5

11.5

12

12.5 13.5

14

EUR SIZE

37

37.5

38

38.5

39

40

40.5

41

42

42.5

43

43.5

44

45

45.5

46

47

47.5

48

JPN SIZE

22.5

23

24

25

25.5

26

26.5 27.5 28.5 29.5

30

33

JPN SIZE

23

23.5

24

24.5

25

25.5 25.5

26

26.5

27

27.5

28

28.5 29.5 29.5

30

30.5

31

31.5

ADVENTURE TOURING BOOT CONVERSION TABLE
US PRODUCED SIZES
16

EUR SIZE

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

U.S. SIZE

5

5.5

48 49.5 51

52

U.S. SIZE

4

5

6

7

8

8.5

9

10

11

11.5

EUR SIZE

36

37 37.5 38 38.5 39

JPN SIZE

22 22.5 23

24

25 25.5 26 26.5 27.5 28

6

EUR SIZE

38

39 40.5 42

JPN SIZE

24

25 25.5 26.5 27.5 29 29.5 30.5 31.5 32.5 33.5 34.5

9

10

11

12

43 44.5 45.5 47

WOMEN’S FOOTWEAR CONVERSION TABLE
US PRODUCED SIZES

15

5

8

32

WOMEN’S FOOTWEAR CONVERSION TABLE
EUR PRODUCED SIZES

U.S. SIZE

7

30.5 31.5

13

14

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

40 40.5 41

9.5

10

10.5

11

11.5

42 42.5 43 43.5 44

JPN SIZE 22.5 23 23.5 24 24.5 25 25.5 25.5 26 26.5 27 27.5 28 28.5

ALPINESTARS USA
2780 W. 237TH STREET
TORRANCE, 90505
CALIFORNIA
PHONE +1 310 891 0222 / FAX +1 310 891 0299
ALPINESTARS.USA @ ALPINESTARS.COM

ALPINESTARS EUROPE
5 VIALE FERMI
ASOLO (TV) 31011
ITALY
PHONE +39 0423 5286 / FAX +39 0423 529 571
ALPINESTARS @ ALPINESTARS.COM
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